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Better elections 
Long-time readers of Fifty Plus and the 

Beacon know I am not one to share my polit-
ical views. For this reason, our 
publications do not endorse 
candidates for public office. 

But I do like to share my 
thoughts and feelings about 
important matters of the day, 
and I think it’s fair to say that 
a number of different issues 
pertaining to our elections 
are very much in the news 
today — from voter registra-
tion, to gerrymandering to 
the potential for fraud.   

However, the two ideas I 
want to talk about are differ-
ent, and probably not ones 
you’ve heard a lot about — if at all. But I 
feel these recommendations should be 
deeply important to voters everywhere, 
and ultimately will have a much greater 
positive effect on the future of our country 
if they are widely implemented.  

I am speaking about open primaries and 
ranked-choice voting. Let me explain. 

Unlike Virginia, which has open primar-
ies, in Maryland and D.C., (and eight 
other states), primaries are “closed.” That 
means only voters who have registered in 

advance as either Democrat or Republican 
can vote in the primary, and they can only 

vote for candidates from their 
party.  

Independent voters — who 
constitute a growing percent-
age of voters and are the 
largest or second-largest group 
of voters in nearly half of the 
states — are shut out from 
closed primaries entirely. 

That might sound reason-
able at first glance. If inde-
pendent voters aren’t mem-
bers of a party, why should 
they help elect that party’s 
representative? 

Because primary elections 
in “safe” legislative districts effectively de-
cide the general election winner as well!  

The winner of the largest share (known 
as a plurality) of votes in a closed primary 
may actually represent only a small minor-
ity of a county’s, district’s or state’s voters: 
those who a) registered for the winning 
party, b) voted in the primary, and c) voted 
for the winning candidate in the primary.  

As a result, if there are a number of can-
didates in the primary, the winner of the 
general election may represent as few as 

14% or 16% of all voters.  
I am not making up these numbers: In 

both Montgomery County, Md. and Wash-
ington, D.C., there have been general elec-
tion winners in recent races who won no 
more than that proportion of a closed pri-
mary’s votes.   

Not only does this feel unrepresenta-
tive, it also can have the effect of boosting 
the chances of the most partisan or ex-
treme candidate. How? 

If, in a group of multiple primary candi-
dates, there are several centrist candidates 
but only one who possesses extreme views 
(and who has a small but loyal following), 
voters who prefer moderate candidates 
will likely split their votes among several, 
allowing the more extreme candidate to 
win the primary (and often the general 
election) despite having won only a mod-
est plurality of primary votes. (And yes, 
this can and does happen in national elec-
tions as well as local ones.) 

Which brings me to the issue of ranked-
choice voting. 

In elections like I described above, a 
plurality of voters chooses the primary 
winner. That is, the candidate with more 
votes than any other candidate wins, even 
if they are only selected by 14% of voters. 

In ranked-choice elections, voters don’t 
just vote for their favorite candidate. They 
rank their top candidates in order of pref-
erence: first, second, third, fourth and 
even fifth choice.  

If your first choice ends up in last place, 
that candidate drops out of contention and 
your vote automatically goes to your next 
choice. This continues for all voters until 
one candidate wins over 50% of the vote. 

In effect, votes are tabulated as if the 
voters were called back for a series of run-
offs, and the winner is the first candidate 
to get more than half of all votes (albeit the 
second- or third-choice votes from some 
voters).  

This ends the problem in many primaries 
of voters agonizing over who should get 

their vote. Should it be their true favorite, or 
the one who they think has the best chance 
of winning? With ranked choice voting, 
they can vote for their favorite, but also 
have a say in choosing the winner should 
their favorite not make the cut.   

This method is likely to lead to more 
moderate or centrist elected officials. 
That’s because candidates in a ranked-
choice election will be more likely to ad-
dress the concerns of a broader array of 
voters if they know they can’t win the elec-
tion with votes from only a small base.   

While Virginia state law requires open 
primaries, winners are chosen by plurality, 
rather than ranked choice. So, while I ad-
mire Virginia for allowing all voters to 
truly participate in primary elections, I 
think its leaders also should give serious 
consideration to ranked-choice voting. 

In a column of this length, it’s impossi-
ble to address every aspect of these pro-
posals, or even to bring up all the counter-
arguments (and, of course, there are coun-
terarguments).  

If you are interested in learning more, I 
recommend searching for these two topics 
at the following balanced sources: Ballot-
pedia.org and ncsl.org (National Confer-
ence of State Legislatures).    

I think in many ways the future of our 
country may depend on making these 
changes in some form. Knowing that our 
votes count — and that a truly representa-
tive government results from our elections 
— seems to me the only way to inspire 
more Americans to care about elections 
and take the time and trouble to vote. 

I am also interested in hearing your 
opinion on these topics. Please email your 
letter to the editor to info@fiftyplusrich-
mond.com, or submit it on our website at 
fiftyplusrichmond.com/contact-us.  

Thank you. 
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Readers are encouraged to share their opinion on any matter  
addressed in Fifty Plus as well as on political and social  issues of the day.  

Mail your Letter to the Editor to Fifty Plus, P.O. Box 2227,  
Silver Spring, MD 20915, or email to info@fiftyplusrichmond.com.  

Please include your name, address and telephone number for verification. 

Letters to the editor

Dear Editor: 
I would like to express my appreciation 

to you and to Carolyn Ellis for her guest 
column, “Who, me? A racist?” (March Fifty 
Plus). Ms. Ellis’ article brought me to 
strong, compassionate, happy tears. 

It’s not that this is a first-ever admission 
[from] a white American. However, it’s so re-
freshing and comforting to know that they 
are out there — White Americans willing to 
acknowledge just how bad racism is and has 
been in the United States for centuries. 

Ms. Ellis expressed that she was simply 

“late” in the realization of the conditions 
and struggles of a group of people who had 
just as much a right to equality and justice 
as any other American. She was probably 
raised in a typical household with parents 
who were also oblivious to the horrors that 
Blacks have endured for centuries. 

Therein lies the problem: Although there 
may be many who feel the same way as Ms. 
Ellis, there are simply not enough White 
Americans who want to do anything about it. 

See LETTERS TO EDITOR, page 8



Wounded vets find fishing can be healing
By Glenda C. Booth 

Tony Escalona’s head was “rattled,” he 
said, after he suffered several concussions 
during 31 years of U.S. Army service all 
over the world, including tours in Iraq and 
Afghanistan. 

As he wound up treatment for post-trau-
matic stress disorder at Hunter Holmes 
McGuire VA Medical Center, a counselor 
urged him to go upstairs and learn about 
fly fishing, a sport new to him. A volunteer 
from Project Healing Waters Fly Fishing 
took him fly fishing, and he was hooked.

Today, Escalona, 60, is the program lead 
for Project Healing Waters at McGuire. He 
teaches fly tying, rod building and fly cast-
ing. Twice a month, he takes groups of vet-
erans on fishing trips to help them heal.

Military service, especially in combat 
zones, can leave lifelong physical and psy-
chological scars. Many veterans, both dis-
abled and not, come home troubled and 
find the transition to civilian life difficult. 

Many of the Vietnam veterans Escalona 
sees are still dealing with the trauma of 
that war. “It does not go away,” he said.    

The origins of fly fishing as a therapy for 
veterans go back to 2005 at Washington, 
D.C.’s Walter Reed Army Medical Center. 
There, wounded veteran in-patients fished 
a pond on the property and found it to be 
therapeutic. 

Shortly thereafter, the nonprofit Project 
Healing Waters Fly Fishing, Inc., was 
formed, establishing programs nationwide 
for service members and veterans with dis-
abilities in Department of Defense hospi-
tals, Warrior Transition Units and Veterans 
Affairs Medical Centers and clinics. All 
services and equipment, including fishing 
trips, are free to eligible participants. 

Fly fishing as therapy
Fly fishing provides sport, camaraderie 

and therapy. Out on a stream, veterans 
learn about insects, how to “read” the 
water, and how to find where fish hide. 

For the latter lesson, Escalona uses a 
mnemonic trick — a strategy he learned in 
the Army when he struggled with memory 
challenges after several head injuries. 
Here’s his easy way to recall where fish 
can be found: “Foam is home. Rocks rock. 
Made in the shade. Wood is good.”  

Fly fishing uses a lightweight, artificial 
lure, called a fly, which mimics a prey item. 
Anglers cast into a moving body of water with 
a specialized fishing rod, and the fly lands on 
the water’s surface rather than sinking.  

While fishing has well-known calming 
effects, tying flies can clear one’s head, 
too. After a corporate career in manufac-
turing, Andy Cox, 81, retired in Richmond 
and teaches veterans fly tying and fishing 
for Project Healing Waters.  

Cox learned the skill as a child from his 
uncle. He admitted tying flies can be 

daunting, especially for someone with a 
disability. But people can tie flies inside 
when the weather is bad and even while 
lying in a hospital bed, he noted. Creating 
an imitation bug or minnow has a reward-
ing creative aspect, too.  

Cox has worked with active and retired 
military people who are “beat up,” blind in 
one eye or missing an arm, for example. For 
them in particular, tying is very calming. 

“If they are uptight, tying a few flies 
washes things out,” he discovered.

About veterans dealing with post-trau-
matic stress disorder, Cox said in his expe-
rience, “They don’t want to talk about it. 
They just want to go fishing.” 

Concentration plus camaraderie
Out on moving water, like Madison 

County’s Rose River, you can “zone out,” 
Cox said. At different times, it can be rest-
ful, demanding and everything in between. 

“Fly casting has a rhythm to it. It re-
quires observation. It’s lyrical. That’s what 
I enjoy about it,” he said.  

Why does he like to work with veterans? 
“Military people, they are a special group,” 
he said. “They paid their dues. I want to 
help them. Some are very grateful. That 
makes my day.” 

Brian Trow, who runs Mossy Creek Fly 
Fishing and guide service in Harrison-
burg, has volunteered with Project Heal-
ing Waters since 2006. He’s helped veter-
ans with compromised limbs build fly rods 
and wade out into a stream on one leg.

Fly fishing is well suited for healing vet-
erans, he maintained, because it requires 
concentration and coordination.

“It’s a sport of observation,” he ex-
plained, because anglers must look for rif-
fles and rapids, and pay attention to tem-
peratures and fish behavior. “It takes all of 
your mind to engage.” 

At the same time, Trow said, “There’s 
no score in fly fishing. A good day is 
gauged individually, not by how many fish 
you caught or how big it was. 

“The camaraderie is always there. You 
never age out.”

Veterans volunteer, too 
Another veteran-centered nonprofit con-

nects former military people with local 
community service projects. The Mission 
Continues (TMC) has more than 65 serv-
ice groups (called “platoons”) across the 
country, enlisting 93,600 volunteers for 
more than 8,600 projects. 

As TMC’s Richmond platoon leader, Jes-
sica Hladky has regained the sense of pur-
pose and team spirit she had in her 13-year 
Army career when she was deployed to Ger-
many, Korea, Texas, New York and Iraq. 

She loves bringing vets together to 
give them another way to serve their 
country again, especially in underserved 

communities. 
“It is service for a cause higher than 

yourself,” she said.
In Richmond, they’ve staffed food drives 

and delivered food boxes. Her group also 
helped the Peter Paul Development Cen-
ter create a community vegetable garden.

This year Hladky’s platoon members 
are taking up their shovels again to level 
the land in Evergreen Cemetery, a historic 
African American burial ground, in prepa-
ration for restoring it.

Bonding with other veterans “is almost 

like a little family,” Hladsky said. “Mission 
Continues has the same feel as when I was 
in a military unit — that family feel — and 
it gives me another opportunity to serve 
my country.”

As for Escalona, the fly fishing instruc-
tor, he also finds his volunteer work with 
veterans enriches his life. 

“I’m passionate about fishing. I’m pas-
sionate about veterans,” he said. “I’ll do 
this as long as I can.”

For more information, visit projectheal-
ingwaters.org and missioncontinues.org.
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Cover Story

Tony Escalona volunteers with a local chapter of Project Healing Waters Fly Fishing, 
which launched in 2005. The nonprofit operates in 48 states, where its 225 programs 
are managed by local volunteers like Escalona. 
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For more happiness, try fewer choices
By Kelly Bilodeau, Harvard Health Blog  

If the events of the past two years have 
left you feeling emotionally deflated, 
you’re not alone. Cheer has been in short 
supply during the pandemic, and you may 
be in serious need of a mood boost.  

Yet while this slice of time may have 
been unusually stressful, people often 
struggle to find happiness even in normal 
times. This is why the field of positive psy-
chology first emerged in the 1990s.  

It sought to answer the questions: Why 
is it sometimes hard to be happy? And is 
there a way to help people improve their 
mood and life outlook? 

The answer to the second question is 
yes. You can do a lot to improve the quality 
of your daily life and feel more fulfilled. 

Test out this recipe for improved happi-
ness, which includes a mix of three physi-
cal and emotional strategies.  

Try each of these options for a week. 
Assess whether one or more of these posi-
tive steps increased your happiness — and 
then keep doing it! 

Get out and get active
Fresh air and exercise are a powerful 

mood-lifting combination. Take the oppor-
tunity to get outside and get moving.  

Regular exercise can help to improve both 
your health and your mood. Aerobic activity 
like walking, biking or running releases 
mood-boosting hormones that can reduce 
stress and confer a sense of well-being. 

Also, when your muscles contract in a 

repetitive pattern, as they do when you are 
walking, swimming or doing activities such 
as yoga, it bumps up levels of a chemical in 
your brain called serotonin, which is what 
many antidepressants are designed to do. 

Higher levels of serotonin are associated 
with better mood. In fact, one study found 
that just 90 minutes a week of activity pro-
vided mood improvements similar to an an-
tidepressant. When combined with medica-
tion, exercise can even help mood disorders 
that have been resistant to other treatments. 

How much movement should you strive 
for? Research shows that ideally you 
should try for at least 30 minutes of moder-
ate-intensity exercise five days a week, or a 
vigorous 20 minutes three times a week.  

But if you can’t do that much, remember 

that some is always better than none. Even 
a quick 10-to-15-minute walk can elevate 
your mood, at least in the short term. 

Appreciate small daily pleasures
Little annoyances can spoil the best day 

— you misplace your keys, stub your toe 
or encounter a grouchy coworker.  

But the reverse is true as well. Studies 
show that taking the time to appreciate 
small, pleasurable moments can make you 
feel happier.  

Focus on small daily events the same 
way you would big ones like a wedding 
day, the birth of a child or a relaxing vaca-
tion. After all, it’s those little moments that 

See HAPPINESS, page 5

READ THE LABEL 
Certain medications may contain  
triggers for food allergies 

BLURRY VISION 
Simple home adjustments can help  
you cope with early cataracts  

MALE MENOPAUSE? 
Men also experience hormone dips;  
replacement therapy helps 

ALEXA, CALL THE DOCTOR 
Amazon tech offers speech-activated 
telehealth appointments
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Can COVID bring on a case of shingles?
Dear Savvy Senior: 

How effective is the shingles vac-
cine, and what is the 
CDC’s recommendation 
for getting it? My older 
brother and sister, both in 
their 50s, got COVID a 
few months back, followed 
by shingles. Do you know 
if there is a connection be-
tween these viruses, and 
would the shingles vaccine 
have protected them?

—Scared of Shingles
Dear Scared: 

Great  quest ion!  Many 
healthcare professionals across the coun-
try have been urging their older patients 
to get the shingles vaccine (in addition to 
the COVID-19 vaccinations) during the 
pandemic because getting COVID-19 can 
indeed increase your chances of develop-
ing shingles. And the more severe case of 
COVID you get, the greater your risk for 
shingles.

The reason for this is because when you 
contract COVID-19, your immune system 
becomes compromised as it fights the 
virus, which gives shingles — a virus that 

already exists in your body if you’ve had 
chickenpox — a chance to reactivate.

Here’s what you should 
know about shingles, the 
shingles vaccine, and the rec-
ommendations of the Centers 
for Disease Control and Pre-
vention (CDC):

What are shingles?
Shingles, also known as her-

pes zoster, is a burning, blister-
ing skin rash that affects 1 mil-
lion Americans each year.  

The same virus that causes 
chickenpox causes shingles. 

What happens is the chickenpox virus that 
most people get as kids never leaves your 
body. It hides in the nerve cells near the 
spinal cord and, for some people, emerges 
later in the form of shingles. 

One out of every three Americans will 
develop shingles during their lifetime. 
While anyone who’s had chickenpox can 
get shingles, it most commonly occurs in 
people over age 50, along with people who 
have weakened immune systems. But you 
can’t catch shingles from someone else. 

Early signs of the disease include pain, 
itching or tingling before a blistering rash 
appears several days later, and can last up 
to four weeks. The rash typically occurs on 

one side of the body, often as a band of 
blisters that extends from the middle of 
your back around to the breastbone. It can 
also appear above an eye or on the side of 
the face or neck. 

In addition to the rash, about 20 to 25% 
of those who get shingles go on to develop 
severe nerve pain (called post-herpetic 
neuralgia, or PHN) that can last for 
months or even years. And in rare cases, 
shingles can also cause strokes, encephali-
tis, spinal cord damage and vision loss. 

The shingles vaccine 
The vaccine for shingles, called Shin-

grix, provides much better protection than 
the old shingles vaccine, Zostavax. Manu-
factured by GlaxoSmithKline, Shingrix is 
97% effective in preventing shingles in peo-
ple 50-69 years old, and 91% effective in 
those age 70 and older.

Shingrix also does a terrific job of pre-
venting nerve pain that continues after the 
rash has cleared — about 90% effective.

Because of this protection, the CDC rec-

ommends that everyone age 50 and older 
receive the Shingrix vaccine, which is 
given in two doses, separated by two to six 
months.

Even if you’ve already had shingles, you 
still need these vaccinations because reoc-
curring cases are possible. The CDC also 
recommends that anyone previously vacci-
nated with Zostavax be revaccinated with 
Shingrix.

You should also know that Shingrix can 
cause some adverse side effects for some 
people, including muscle pain, fatigue, 
headache, fever and upset stomach.

Shingrix, which averages around $205 
for both doses, is covered by most private 
health insurance plans, including Medicare 
Part D prescription drug plans, but there 
may be a cost, depending on your plan. 
Contact your insurer to find out.

Send your senior questions to: Savvy 
Senior, P.O. Box 5443, Norman, OK 
73070, or visit SavvySenior.org. Jim Miller 
is a contributor to the NBC Today show 
and author of The Savvy Senior book. 
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SAVVY SENIOR 
By Jim Miller

Happiness 
From page 4
make up most of your life. 

Savor time spent gardening (yes, potted 
plants count) or sitting in a sunny window 
with a cup of tea; laugh with family mem-
bers over a good meal; or settle in with a 
good book.  

Also, celebrate tiny milestones and 
achievements — a project well done or a 
daily goal met. Make a conscious effort to 
pause and enjoy small pleasures like these 
every day. 

Limit your decisions 
It may sound like a dream to have end-

less options, but in truth having lots of 
choices can generate more worry.  

Happiness does depend partly upon 
choices — after all, it would be highly stress-
ful not to have any control over your life.  

However, research has found that peo-
ple given more options have more oppor-
tunity for regret.   

This is why people who run meditation 
or spiritual retreats often limit selections. 
Not having to make numerous decisions 
all day long can be freeing. 

A simple exercise can help you ease the 
choice burden. Decide that if a decision 
won’t bring major consequences, you’ll 
limit the amount of time you give yourself to 
pick, or you’ll give yourself fewer options.  

Don’t allow yourself to second-guess 
the decision once it’s made. Save the 
heavy deliberations for bigger, more con-
sequential issues. However, even when 
making these choices, try to avoid looking 
back. 

© 2022 Harvard University. Distributed 
by Tribune Content Agency, LLC. 

Please tell our advertisers,  
“I saw you in Fifty Plus!”

https://www.davidmizerealestate.com/
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Why do pharmacists ask about allergies?
Q: While at the pharmacy recently, I 

was asked if I had any allergies. Why 
should that matter? 

A: Lots of confusion sur-
rounds the term “allergy.” The 
term can be used to describe 
seasonal allergies with symp-
toms of sneezing and itchy, wa-
tery, red eyes experienced dur-
ing certain times of the year. It 
can also be used to define food 
or medication allergies, which 
could include a rash or even 
life-threatening reactions. 

First, what is an allergy? Ac-
cording to the American Academy of Aller-
gy, Asthma and Immunology, an allergic re-
action occurs when the immune system re-
acts to a normally harmless substance. This 
substance is called an allergen. 

Exposure to an allergen causes produc-
tion of antibodies. Antibodies can be com-
pared to an alarm that alerts the body to 
something present that should not be there. 

These antibodies, or alarm signals, trav-
el throughout the body telling cells to re-
lease chemicals to attack the allergen. 
This chemical release causes symptoms 
that can include many different body reac-
tions, some minor and some severe. 

Allergy symptoms can include hives, red 
or itchy skin, swelling, throat tightness, 

wheezing, trouble breathing, and sometimes 
tingling in the hands, feet, lips or scalp.  

The most severe presenta-
tion of an allergic reaction is 
anaphylaxis, which involves 
multiple parts of the body and 
requires immediate medical 
treatment.

Allergens in drugs
Drug allergies are seen after 

being exposed to a particular 
medication. The most common 
drug allergies are to antibiotics, 
aspirin, nonsteroidal anti-inflam-

matory medications and anticonvulsants. 
At the pharmacy, not only do allergies to 

medications need to be considered. There 
is also the possibility for an inactive ingre-
dient in a medication to be an allergen. 
Some inactive ingredients can trigger food 
allergies if they contain the specific pro-
teins found in that food item. 

According to a review published by the 
American Journal of Allergy and Clinical 
Immunology, food allergy symptoms are 
rarely caused by taking medications be-
cause not enough protein from the aller-
gen is present to trigger a reaction. How-
ever, for many patients with severe aller-
gies, specifically those patients who expe-
rienced anaphylaxis, it is best to avoid 

their allergens even in small quantities. 

Allergies can change with age
With food and drug allergies, the severity 

of the reaction can change as a person ages. 
Some people can even outgrow an allergy al-
together or develop a new allergy later in life. 

The table below lists some medications 
that could contain potential food allergens 
for the most common food allergies in the 
United States, according to the Centers for 
Disease Control (CDC):  milk, eggs, fish, 

DR. RX
By Kayla Lucas 

Food allergies with potential triggers found in medications

Food Inactive ingredient Medication

Milk
Lactose Found in many tablets, capsules 

and inhalation devices

Lactulose Lactulose solution

Eggs Egg protein/ovalbumin Probiotics and vaccines

Fish
Protamine NPH insulin

Fish oil Fish oil supplements and  
some multivitamins

Crustacean  
shellfish Glucosamine Arthritis supplements

Wheat Wheat starch Found in many tablets  
and capsules

Soy Soy lecithin Some inhalers such as  
Atrovent and Combivent

Peanuts Peanut oil
Dimercaprol injection,  
progesterone capsules,  
valproic acid capsules

Tree nuts Rosen (pine nuts) Fluoride tooth varnish

See ALLERGIES, page 7

https://www.guardianplaceseniorliving.com/


crustacean shellfish, wheat, soy, peanuts 
and tree nuts. 

Filling out your patient history ques-
tionnaires to the best of your ability is cru-
cial so your healthcare providers can pro-
vide you the best care possible. 

Allergic reactions, especially reactions 
that result in anaphylaxis, are a serious 
concern at the pharmacy. Keeping an up-

to-date record of allergies to both medica-
tions and food can help you avoid any acci-
dental exposures due to the inactive ingre-
dients in medications.  

Kayla Lucas is a fourth-year Doctor of Phar-
macy candidate at VCU School of Pharmacy. 
Originally from Roanoke, she completed her 
prerequisites at Roanoke College while work-
ing at her family’s independent pharmacy, 
DownHome Pharmacy. Her career interests 
include ambulatory care, compounding phar-
macy and independent community pharmacy.

What do they mean by male menopause?
By Howard LeWine, M.D.  

Q: Do men go through a phase of 
menopause similar to what women 
experience? 

A: Like women, men experience a drop 
in sex hormone levels as they age. But in 
men, the pace of these changes is quite dif-
ferent.  

In women, levels of estrogen — the pri-
mary female sex hormone — remain high 
for many decades. Then, around age 50, 
the levels plunge over a period of about 
five years. 

The lower levels of estrogen cause the 
physical and psychological changes of 
menopause, including the cessation of 
menstrual periods. When a woman enters 
menopause, it’s easy for her to tell.

For the vast majority of men, the change 

is much more gradual. Levels of a man’s 
main sex hormone, testosterone, begin to 
drop as early as age 30.  

Instead of plunging within a few years, 
testosterone levels drop slowly (about 1%) 
each year for the rest of his life. This 
change is so gradual that many men don’t 
notice the effects for several decades.

So, the question remains: Do the progres-
sively lower levels of testosterone cause 
symptoms in a man, the way lower levels of 
estrogen do in a woman? There is no doubt 
that they can, but it can be hard to tell.

There are situations when a man might 
experience an abrupt fall in testosterone be-
cause of an injury or illness, chemotherapy 
or radiation treatment, or certain medica-
tions. Extremely low levels can clearly cause 
loss of muscle mass and bone strength, in-

creased body fat, drop in energy, less inter-
est in sex, and erectile dysfunction. 

In these cases, the term “male menopause” 
could be applied, and testosterone replace-
ment therapy (TRT) may improve the symp-
toms.

However, in the average man, linking 
testosterone levels to symptoms is tricky, 
and it’s hard to predict which men with low 
levels can benefit from TRT. Testosterone 
levels vary among men of the same age, and 
men experience testosterone deficiency 
symptoms at different levels. In fact, many 
men with low levels have no symptoms.

If you’ve experienced changes that could 
be related to low testosterone, speak with 
your doctor. He or she will first want to ex-
plore whether your symptoms are related 
to another cause — such as overuse of alco-

hol, a thyroid problem or depression.
The next step is to measure your blood 

level for total testosterone. Because levels 
fluctuate throughout the day, the test 
should be done in the morning and repeat-
ed at least once to ensure accuracy. 

Most laboratories use 300 to 1,000 
nanograms per deciliter as the normal 
range for total testosterone. Based on your 
results and your symptoms, you and your 
doctor might discuss TRT. But keep in 
mind that your testosterone level and how 
you feel may not be connected.

Howard LeWine, M.D., is an internist 
at Brigham and Women’s Hospital in 
Boston and assistant professor at Harvard 
Medical School. Visit health.harvard.edu. 

© 2022 Harvard University. Distrib-
uted by Tribune Content Agency, LLC. 
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Saunders Roofi ng 
Company Inc.
Quality and Service Since 1942

Please call (804) 353-9919 to schedule 
a free estimate

Certifi ed • Insured • Class A Contractor

www.SaundersRoofing.com

2

Specializing in Shingle Roofs

“Saunders Roofi ng is top notch; 
ultimate service and professionalism. 
We have been a longtime customer 
and will continue to trust them with 
our roof work.” 
       — Ed Farren

Allergies 
From page 6

HERBS GALORE AND MORE 
On Sat., April 30 from 8 a.m. to 3 p.m., Maymont hosts the annu-

al Herbs Galore and More event. Enjoy live music and food trucks while shopping 

for a variety of herbs, annuals, perennials, trees, vegetables and garden goods 

offered by nurseries and specialty vendors. The event is free for Maymont mem-

bers and children 12 and under. Tickets for all others cost $7 per person in 

advance, $9 at the door. For more information, visit bit.ly/MaymontHerbs or call 

(804) 358-7166.

MARK YOUR CALENDAR

April 30

https://www.dominionbc.com/
https://saundersroofing.com/


Those who do are actively participating 
in and understanding of the “Black Lives 
Matter” theory. They are willing to do 
their part to promote positive changes that 
will reflect a real, measurable equality in 

the current system that has been so op-
pressive to African Americans. 

Again, thank you, Ms. Ellis, for your 
honesty.

Pauline M. Adams
Richmond

Dear Editor: 
I applaud Ms. Carolyn Ellis’ honesty 

concerning racial issues in this country. It 
takes courage to speak the truth knowing 
that you may not be popular [discussing] a 
topic that has been swept under the rug 
and denied for centuries.

Thank you, Fifty Plus, for putting a spot-
light on “What a Racist attitude is.” Maybe 
my white brothers and sisters will stop 

being so defensive and ready to have that 
talk with people of other races about their 
fears and get knowledge to bring about 
change. 

I also enjoy Fifty Plus and wish it was 
available in more places. Thank you for 
your publication. 

Julie Ganzie
Via email

[Ed. Note: Thank you for your letter. As 
for our distribution, we invite readers to rec-
ommend other locations around the Rich-
mond area where we may distribute free 
copies of Fifty Plus. Please email or call us 
with suggestions, and let us know to whom 
we should speak for approval.] 

Dear Editor:
While visiting with our granddaughter 

in northern Virginia, I enjoyed reading 
Bob Levey’s essay, “In praise of politically 
active voters” (in the March Greater Wash-
ington Beacon). 

I strongly agree that the political arena 
can be a vital part of the lives of seniors. It 
is for me. In fact, voting is not enough for 
me. I also engage as an unpaid climate ed-
ucator and climate activist.

Forgive my frankness, but at age 65 it 
seems pointless to fill my house with more 
possessions. My values flow from that 
grandchild I mentioned, and it worries me 
that I don’t see those values mirrored in 
the work of legislators in Congress, not 
where climate change is concerned.

In the time that remains to me, I seek to 
serve those who follow me. I invite others 
to do the same. Get in touch with Citizens 
Climate Lobby or whatever organization 
you would like to work with.

Chris Weigard
Chester

When is it time to get cataract surgery?
By Julie Corliss  

Starting around age 40, the lenses of 
your eyes start becoming cloudy, a condi-
tion known as cataracts. In many people, 
cataracts eventually become so dense that 
their vision becomes blurry or distorted. 
By age 80, more than half of Americans 
will have developed a cataract or 
had cataract surgery. 

This surgery — a quick, safe procedure 
that involves replacing the clouded lens 
with a clear plastic one — offers a very ef-
fective cure. But unless your eye doctor 
advises otherwise, you may not need to 
have surgery right away.

“Most cataracts progress very slowly 
and can be safely observed until you feel 
you need better vision — for example, if 
you have difficulty reading or seeing street 
signs,” said Dr. Laura Fine, a cataract spe-
cialist and clinical instructor in ophthal-
mology at Harvard Medical School. 

One of the most common early symptoms 

of cataracts is poor night vision, especially in 
the rain or when driving. People often com-
plain of seeing glare or starbursts from head-
lights when driving at night, she added.

Coping with early cataracts
In the early stages of cataract formation, 

you might notice a slight decline in your vi-
sion, but not so much that it affects your 
day-to-day activities. In some cases, the 
lens simply thickens, causing nearsighted-
ness, rather than becoming opaque. When 
that’s the case, the following tips can help:

• See your eye doctor for a new eyeglass 
or contact lens prescription.

• Put brighter lightbulbs in the lamps 
around your home, especially the ones you 
use to read or do other close work.

• Reduce glare by positioning lights di-
rectly behind you, pointed on the task 
(such as on the book you’re reading).

• Use magnifying lenses to read or work.
• Place contrasting colors — such as a 

dark blanket on a light chair — around 
your home to help you see better.

These measures help many people safe-
ly delay cataract surgery for years. Some 
end up never needing surgery. But people 
who rely on their eyes for work, such as ar-
chitects, dentists and jewelers, may need 
surgery sooner than others.

When it’s time for surgery
Typically, people have surgery in the eye 

with the denser cataract first. If the other 
eye has only a minimal cataract, a second 
eye surgery many not be needed for years. 

However, most people with age-related 
cataracts have similar disease in both eyes, 
and the second eye is usually done a few 
weeks after the first one, once it’s had a 
chance to heal.

Because there are follow-up visits one day 
and one week after each surgery, the whole 
process generally takes about two months 
in all, Fine said.  

It’s a good idea to sort out logistics in 
advance, Fine noted. For example:

• In addition to a ride home after the sur-
gery, some older patients may need drivers 
or caregivers to be with them for follow-up 
visits, and possibly to assist with administer-
ing eye drops following surgery.

• For the first few weeks after cataract 
surgery, it’s important to take certain pre-
cautions. During the first week, people 
should avoid lifting things heavier than 10 
to 15 pounds. For the first two weeks, peo-
ple shouldn’t wear eye makeup and should 
also avoid swimming, baths and hot tubs.

Vision may be blurry in the first few 
days after surgery but gradually will im-
prove. More than 95% of people who un-
dergo cataract surgery end up with visual 
acuity of 20/40 or better. Still, most people 
will likely continue to need glasses for 
reading or driving.

© 2022 Harvard University. Distrib-
uted by Tribune Content Agency, LLC. 
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Amazon’s Alexa can get you a doctor 24/7
By Tom Murphy and Anne D’Innocenzio 

If there is no doctor in the house, Ama-
zon’s Alexa will soon be able to summon one.

Amazon and telemedicine provider 
Teladoc Health are starting a voice-activat-
ed virtual care program that lets cus-
tomers get medical help without picking 
up their phones.

The service, for health issues that aren’t 
emergencies, will be available around the 
clock on Amazon’s Echo devices. Cus-
tomers can tell the voice assistant Alexa 
that they want to talk to a doctor, and that 
will prompt a call back on the device from 
a Teladoc physician.

The program, announced this spring, 
marks Amazon’s latest expansion into 
healthcare and another push by the retail 
giant into a form of care that grew rapidly 
during the COVID-19 pandemic.

“Telehealth now is something that pa-
tients have gotten used to and may come 
to expect as an option for their care,” said 
Lori Uscher-Pines, a senior policy re-
searcher with Rand Corp. “[Before] the 
pandemic, there might not have been this 
much awareness that this was a service 
that was available.”

Disrupting healthcare
Amazon already dispenses prescription 

drugs and is expanding an Amazon Care 

program it launched in 2019 that offers 
telemedicine visits with an option to send a 
care provider to the patient if they need an 
in-person visit.

The company’s latest healthcare expan-
sion comes as several competitors, includ-
ing Walmart, CVS and Walgreens, also 
beef up their medical offerings. They are 
adding care clinics or virtual programs to 
make it easier for patients to find regular 
help in the fragmented U.S. healthcare 
system.

Insurers and employers that pay med-
ical bills are pushing for this as a way to 
improve health and cut down on hospital 
stays or other big medical expenses.

“Healthcare is a huge industry of enor-
mous value, and it is ripe for disruption,” 
said Neil Saunders, managing director of 
GlobalData Retail. “And Amazon views it-
self as a disruptor.”

Used in British hospitals
Some hospitals already use Alexa as a 

voice assistant in patient rooms. In Great 
Britain, Alexa works with that country’s 
National Health Service to help answer 
medical questions with advice from the 
country’s official website.

The service will be available for cus-
tomers who create an Alexa voice ID. After 
telling the voice assistant that they need to 

talk to a doctor, people will be connected to 
a Teladoc call center and then get a call 
back from a physician.

The calls are audio-only for now, but the 
companies say they expect to add video 
soon. In some cases, doctors will be able to 
prescribe medications.

Customers can get a call back the same 
day, but that may depend on the availabili-
ty of doctors in the state where the patient 
is located, Teladoc spokesman Chris 
Savarese said. He noted that the ongoing 
pandemic may lead to longer wait times.

The cost for a visit can vary depend on 
the patient’s coverage. Without insurance, 
the calls will cost $75.

Savarese said Amazon will not be able 
to access, record or store the content of 

the ensuing call.

Won’t replace in-person visits
Telemedicine in general grew rapidly 

when the pandemic first hit the United States 
and patients wanted to hunker down at home 
instead of visiting the doctor’s office.

Virtual visits have since leveled off a bit 
as office visits have widely resumed. But 
Uscher-Pines said research shows that pa-
tients remain interested.

Many want telemedicine available when 
they need its convenience, not as a re-
placement for in-person care.

“Most people don’t want that to canni-
balize their in-person care,” she said. 
“They still want those options.”  

—AP
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Tuckahoe Pines

804-591-0533
12330 Patterson Ave          Richmond, VA 23238          TuckahoePinesRetirement.com

Wine & Cheese Info Seminar

Call today to schedule a private tour!

Wednesday, April 20 at 2:00 p.m.
Join us for a brief presentation, enjoy perfectly paired wines 

and cheeses, and learn how our resort lifestyle empowers 
you to Celebrate Life every day!

Our all-inclusive resort lifestyle is packed with amenities 
and services you’ll want to celebrate. Our Residents applaud 
the Freedom Dining program, weekly housekeeping, robust 

social calendar, health and wellness programs, and more!

Celebrate Your Best Life. 

INTRO TO SMARTPHONES 

Learn how to use a smartphone, including accessing WiFi and 

installing applications, in a class at the Ettrick Recreation Center on Wed., April 

27 from 10 a.m. to noon. You can bring your smartphone to class or learn about 

different types to consider when purchasing one. For more information and to reg-

ister, visit chesterfield.gov/parks or call Tiffani Davis at (804) 706-2596. 

MARK YOUR CALENDAR

April 27

https://rlcommunities.com/virginia/tuckahoe-pines-retirement-community/
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Beer-braised chicken with root veggies
Recipe from Seasonal Roots

Did you know that the grocery store 
isn’t the only place to get fresh produce? A 
growing number of companies, such as 
Imperfect Foods and Seasonal Roots, will 
deliver a basket of fresh fruits and vegeta-
bles to your house every week. 

With these subscription-based services, 
you can receive fresh-picked local produce 

— and, in some cases, unique, artisanal 
products like coffee or cheeses — at your 
door. There’s no excuse to avoid eating 
your fruits and vegetables!

Some produce delivery companies, like 
Imperfect Foods, help prevent food waste 
by sending “ugly” produce that is of high 
quality but may not get sold at your nearby 
grocery store because of its appearance. 

And because local produce doesn’t have 
to travel far, its carbon footprint is smaller 
than the produce you’ll find at the grocery 
store. 

This recipe from Seasonal Roots incor-
porates seasonal rutabaga and parsnips 
into a delicious and satisfying meal. 

Beer-Braised Chicken with 
Rutabaga & Parsnips

Ingredients:  
1 tablespoon olive oil 
4 chicken breasts, skinned and boned 
½ teaspoon black pepper 
1 teaspoon kosher salt, divided 
½ rutabaga, peeled and cut into ¾-inch 

cubes 
1 tablespoon and 1½ teaspoons unsalted 

butter 
4 parsnips, cut into 2-inch pieces 
1 cup chopped yellow onion 
¾ teaspoon caraway seeds 
¾ cup beer, preferably wheat beer 

(hefeweizen) 
¾ cup unsalted chicken stock 
1 tablespoon Dijon mustard 
1½ teaspoons fresh tarragon, chopped 
1½ teaspoons apple cider vinegar 
3 tablespoons chopped scallion 
Directions: 
Heat oil in large, high-sided skillet over 

medium-high heat. Sprinkle chicken with 

pepper and ½ teaspoon salt. Cook chicken 
until browned on one side, 4 to 5 minutes. 
Remove from skillet. 

Add rutabaga and 1 tablespoon of butter 
to skillet. Cook, stirring often, until 
caramelized, 5 to 6 minutes. Add parsnips, 
onion and caraway seeds. Cook, stirring 
occasionally, until browned, 3 to 4 minutes. 

Add beer, chicken stock and mustard. 
Bring to a boil over high heat. Return 
chicken to skillet and reduce heat to medi-
um-low. Cover and simmer until a ther-
mometer inserted in thickest portion of 
chicken registers 155 degrees, about 10 
minutes. 

Remove chicken from skillet, cover to 
keep warm. Continue cooking vegetables 
uncovered until tender, 20 to 25 minutes. 
Stir in tarragon, vinegar, scallion, remain-
ing ½ teaspoon salt and remaining 1½ tea-
spoons butter. Serve and enjoy! 

Residents of RVA can sign up for Season-
al Roots with an initial fee of $50 and an 
annual renewal fee of $35. Customizable 
weekly boxes range in price from $26 to 
$42; weeks can be skipped if you choose. 
Learn more at seasonalroots.com. In addi-
tion, Imperfect Foods (imperfectfoods.com) 
and Misfits Market (misfitsmarket.com) 
serve many Virginia ZIP codes with cus-
tomizable boxes of food. Weekly fees range 
from $25 to $45.

YOUR DNA 
Learn about the science of DNA in this free virtual event hosted 
by the Chesterfield County Public Library on Mon., May 9 from 7 

to 8 p.m. Registration begins April 25 at 9 a.m. For more information, visit 
bit.ly/CCPLEventDNA or call (804) 751-2275. 

THE PRINCESS OF ALBEMARLE 
In this free lecture presented by the Virginia Museum of History & 
Culture, historian Jane Turner Censer shares what she learned 

while writing her recent biography of poet Amélie Rives. This free event takes 
place Thurs., April 28 at noon. Tickets are required to attend in person at the 
Museum, but they are not required to view livestreamed on YouTube or Facebook. 
For more information, visit bit.ly/PrincessofAlbemarle or call (804) 340-1800.  

GARDENING HELP 
Do you have questions about gardening? Visit the West End 
Branch library on Wednesdays from 4 to 6 p.m. to talk to a mas-

ter gardener. For more information, call (804) 646-1877.

MARK YOUR CALENDAR

May 9

April 28

Ongoing

https://www.thebeaconnewspapers.com/subscription/


Stiff muscles? Don’t stretch; strengthen
By Lauren Hubbard 
Dear Mayo Clinic:  

I am a very active person. I visit 
the gym and run regularly. Although 
I have been able to avoid any major 
injuries, I find myself constantly 
stretching my hamstrings. It seems 
no matter how flexible I get, they 
still feel tight. What else can I do? 

A: Having an active lifestyle is important 
to achieving long-term health and well-
ness, so congratulations on maintaining 
regular exercise — and avoiding injuries. 
Stretching has probably helped protect 
you from injury.

Stretching is an important component of 
any exercise program. Most aerobic and 
strength training programs inherently 
cause your muscles to contract and tight-
en. Stretching can increase flexibility and 
improve your joints’ range of motion, help-
ing you move more freely. Stretching after 
you exercise also can boost circulation. 

It is not uncommon to see patients like 
yourself who have a constant urge to 
stretch their hamstrings — a muscle on 
the back of the thigh that bends the knee. 
These patients state that they feel the de-
sire to stretch frequently to get rid of a sen-
sation that their muscle feels tight or stiff. 

This type of stretching, known as static 
stretching, is when we passively hold a 
muscle in an elongated position in attempts 
to lengthen it from its previous state.

More often than not, this type of stretch-
ing only provides short-term relief, and 
then the tight sensation comes right back. 
The reason for this has to do with how 

your body is triggering you and with the 
way your nerve and pain pathways work.

Studies have shown that this feeling of 
stiffness does not always correlate with 
lack of mobility or flexibility in the affected 
area. Instead, the stiffness is a message 
from the nervous system alerting the 
brain on the current state of your body. 

In essence, your body is hurting, so the 
nervous system is sending this message in 
hopes of getting your attention to slow 
your movements. 

In some cases, the sensation of tightness 
and stiffness may signal an injury, but usu-
ally it is only an alert from the body in an at-
tempt to help you avoid potential injury.

How (and why) we feel pain
Pain nerves do not exist in the body. In-

stead, the nerve endings send messages 
about its environment to the brain. It may 
tell the brain it is experiencing sensations 
such as warmth, vibration or light touch, 
which can be considered potential threats. 

These messages are taken from the nerve 
endings, up the spinal cord and into the 
brain. At this point, the brain weighs the im-
portance of the information and either de-
cides that it is harmful or dismisses it. If it de-
cides that the environment is harmful, the 
brain creates pain sensations at that location. 

Relating this back to stiffness, this sensa-
tion is simply a constant message being sent 
from the nerve endings about that muscle, 
and the brain is deciding that the message 
could potentially be harmful. As a result, the 
brain is creating discomfort in that area.

Over time, however, when the affected 

area of the body is strengthened, the nerv-
ous system becomes less concerned about 
injury because it no longer perceives 
weakness as a potential threat.

Patients with hamstring issues often get 
more long-term relief from tightness with 
specific stability exercises as opposed to 
stretching alone. Consider adding activi-
ties such as squats or dead lifts.

When stretching can help
Be aware that there is another common 

pain generator that often sends people to 
physical therapy: the piriformis muscle. 
This muscle is beneath your glutes and 
works to turn your hip outward. 

Pain in this muscle can create a constant 
grabbing sensation in the glute, and can 
cause you to have a sore lower back and 
hamstrings. Typically, this can be treated 
with stretches where you pull your knee 
up toward your opposite shoulder.

In general, when you’re stretching, 
keep it gentle. Breathe freely as you hold 
each stretch for around 30 seconds. Try 
not to hold your breath. 

Don’t bounce or hold a painful stretch. 
Expect to feel tension while you’re stretch-
ing. If you feel pain, you’ve gone too far.

When strengthening is key
Remember that the sensations felt in 

your body are your brain’s attempts to tell 
you to strengthen, move or behave in a dif-
ferent way. These sensations serve to 
drive your behaviors and do not necessari-
ly correlate with the actual biomechanical 
state of the body. 

As a result, perceived stiffness does not al-
ways mean that the muscle is tight or needs 
to be stretched. Oftentimes, the muscle 
needs strengthening to help bring stability to 
the tissue. You may find a guide to stretching 
useful; see bitly.com/basicstretches.

If you’re continuing to experience tension 
or pain, and stretches do not relieve this ten-
sion or pain, consult with a physical thera-
pist, orthopedist or sports medicine special-
ist. These healthcare providers can identify 
the underlying cause of your constant feel-
ing of tightness and, if necessary, provide 
you with individualized strengthening exer-
cises to improve your symptoms. 

— Lauren Hubbard, D.P.T., Physical 
Therapy, Mayo Clinic, Jacksonville, Florida 

Mayo Clinic Q & A is an educational 
resource and doesn’t replace regular med-
ical care. Email a question to MayoClin-
icQ&A@mayo.edu. For more informa-
tion, visit mayoclinic.org.

© 2021 Mayo Foundation for Medical 
Education and Research. All rights re-
served. Distributed by Tribune Content 
Agency, LLC. 
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& most Medicare Plans
Call for More Information
Uninsured? No worries: we offer discounts to the uninsured!

Affordable Dental Solutions
30 Courthouse Rd. • Chesterfi eld, VA 23236

Call 804-794-2026
to make an appointment today.

Gentle, friendly and affordable services!

(One Mile from Chesterfield Towne Center
www.affordabledentalsolutionsva.com

Accepting
Medicaid

Affordable 
Dental Solutions

Are You A Veteran?
Sitter & Barfoot Veterans Care Center is a Long-Term Care & Short-Term Rehab  
Facility that opened in January 2008. This facility was built specifically for 
our Virginia Veterans. Located conveniently on the campus of the McGuire  
VA Medical Center in Richmond, Virginia, this state-of-the-art  
facility is owned and operated by the Virginia Department  
of Veterans Services.

Write a letter to the editor. 
See page 2.

https://www.dvs.virginia.gov/
https://affordabledentalsolutionsva.com/
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You can’t always lie down in bed and sleep.  
Heartburn, cardiac problems, hip or back aches – 
and dozens of other ailments and worries.  Those 
are the nights you’d give anything for a comfortable chair 
to sleep in: one that reclines to exactly the right degree, 
raises your feet and legs just where you want them, 
supports your head and shoulders properly, and operates 
at the touch of a button.  

Our Perfect Sleep Chair® does all that and more.  
More than a chair or recliner, it’s designed to provide 
total comfort.  Choose your preferred heat 
and massage settings, for hours of soothing 
relaxation.  Reading or watching TV?  Our chair’s 
recline technology allows you to pause the chair in an 
infinite number of settings.  And best of all, it features a 
powerful lift mechanism that tilts the entire chair forward, 
making it easy to stand.  You’ll love the other benefits, 
too.  It helps with correct spinal alignment and promotes 
back pressure relief, to prevent back and muscle pain.  
The overstuffed, oversized biscuit style back and unique 

seat design will cradle you in comfort.  Generously filled, 
wide armrests provide enhanced arm support when 
sitting or reclining.  It even has a battery backup 
in case of a power outage.  

White glove delivery included in shipping charge.  
Professionals will deliver the chair to the exact spot in 
your home where you want it, unpack it, inspect it, test 
it, position it, and even carry the packaging away!  You 
get your choice of Genuine Italian Leather, plush and 
durable Brisa™, stain and liquid repellent DuraLux™ 
with the classic leather look or plush MicroLux™ 
microfiber, all handcrafted in a variety of 
colors to fit any decor.  Call now! 

The Perfect Sleep Chair®  

1-888-814-0540
Please mention code 116969 when ordering.

“To you, it’s the perfect lift chair.
To me, it’s the best sleep chair I’ve ever had.”

— J. Fitzgerald, VA

Because each Perfect Sleep Chair is a made-to-order bedding product it cannot be returned, 
but if it arrives damaged or defective, at our option we will repair it or replace it.  © 2022 Journey Health and Lifestyle 46
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Make your home more comfortable than ever

REMOTE CONTROLLED EAS-
ILY SHIFTS FROM FLAT TO 
A STAND-ASSIST POSITION

Now available in a variety
of colors, fabrics and sizes.
Footrests vary by model

ACCREDITED
BUSINESS  A+

Three Chairs 
in One

Sleep/Recline/Lift

NOW
available in plush 

and durable BrisaTM 

(Saddle color pictured)

Also 
available 

in Genuine 
Italian 

Leather

MicroLux™  Microfi ber
breathable & amazingly soft

Burgundy Cashmere  Chocolate Indigo

Long Lasting DuraLux™
stain & liquid repellent

Burgundy Tan Chocolate Blue 

Genuine Italian Leather
classic beauty & style

Chestnut Saddle
Coffee 
Bean

Brisa™
plush & durable
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Beth Ehrensberger, RD, MPH
Ever feel like no matter what you eat, it 

seems impossible to tame the rumbling 
in your stomach? Filling up on fiber and 
protein-packed choices can make 
a noticeable difference in your 
mealtime satisfaction. By adding 
in these strategic foods that make 
you feel full, you’ll not only have 
better control over your hunger, but 
also the number of calories you eat.

Fill Up on Fiber
Since fi ber adds bulk to food, it does 

the job of fi lling you up as well as slowing 
the rate of digestion. The result? You’ll 
feel full sooner than you would have with 
a lower fiber choice. Foods that make 
you feel full like whole grain pasta, bread, 
crackers and cereal can be a good place to 
start building your fi ber repertoire. Produce 
picks like whole fruit (instead of juice—which 
is missing fiber) at breakfast, bean soup at 

lunch and vegetable sticks for a snack can be 
quick and easy additions. Besides fi lling you 
up, fi ber can do a lot more for your health: 
research indicates that a high fiber diet is 

a healthy way to reduce the chance of 
developing type 2 diabetes.

Power Up with Protein
I f  yo u ’re  a lways  f i g ht in g  a n 

empty feeling, you may not have 
enough protein in your diet. Many 

people are surprised to learn that of the 
three macronutrients, (protein, fat, and 
carbohydrate) protein provides the highest 
level of satiety. Armed with this bit of 
nutrition science, you can structure more 
satisfying meals from protein foods that 
make you feel full. Lean cuts of beef and 

pork, as well as fi sh, eggs, nuts and poultry are 
satisfying selections that work with most any 
diet. And don’t forget that beans are not only 
loaded with protein, but filling fiber, too—a 
hunger-trumping double-whammy. 

Full Foods, Full NutritionDirector’s 
Message
Amy Strite, 
Executive Director
Senior Connections, 
CAAA

If it’s true that the coming of Spring al-
ways brings change and new life, it has 
been especially true for me this year. As you 
read this, I will just be completing my fi rst 
month as the Executive Director of Senior 
Connections!

 What a month it has been…one filled 
with new faces and names, different ways of 
doing familiar tasks, and much excitement 
about what the future holds for both myself 
and the agency I am so fortunate to serve. 
It’s always something of a challenge to come 
to a new place. One generally wonders how 
they’ll fi t in, will they connect with the peo-
ple who are already there and share both 
history and relationships with one another.

In my case, I also have the daunting task of 
following in the footsteps of a most impres-
sive leader. As many of you know, Dr. Thel-
ma Watson led Senior Connections with 
vision, skill, and grace for the better part of 
twenty years. Our entire shared community 
has been, and is, the benefi ciary of all that 
she put into this work. We all have cause to 
be thankful. Dr. Watson’s light shines not 
only on the roads she forged, but on the 
paths that lie ahead.

I am very much looking forward to trav-
eling down these new paths with our staff, 
volunteers, and the wonderful people we 
serve. Together, we’ll find challenges and 
innovative ways to meet them. We’ll hon-
or traditions and create new ones as well. 
We’ll embrace those who have gone before 
and welcome new ones as you come. I am 
so blessed to have this opportunity to be 
part of, and provide leadership for, Senior 
Connections. I am looking forward to our 
journey together and the new life it brings.

Recipe: 
Oven Roasted Carrots
Preheat oven to 400 degrees. Wash and peel carrots. Cut of f top and bottom 
ends. Cut carrots into 1 ½ inch “chunky slices.” Toss carrots in a bowl with a bit of 
olive or other cooking oil to lightly coat. Then, place carrots on a baking sheet. 
Sprinkle with salt and pepper, and roast for about 20 minutes, until golden around 
the edges and fork tender. 
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About Making 
Healthcare Decisions

By Laura Pilati
My grandmother, Marianne, was 

only 70 years old when she was 
diagnosed with frontotemporal 
dementia. Marianne was our fam-
ily matriarch, the host of every 
holiday gathering, the woman who 
cherished every occasion to cele-
brate. The fi rst Thanksgiving after 
her diagnosis, she stumbled for the 
word for the holiday. I remember 
my mom talking to me about it 
later, completely devastated over 
this latest development. It was the 
fi rst of many symbolic moments of 
forgetting.

Marianne’s dementia symptoms 
rapidly escalated. Within three 
years, my grandfather could no 
longer care for her at home, and 
she was placed in a skilled nursing 
facility. Like many families who 
experience a dementia diagnosis, 
my grandmother had never estab-
lished power of attorney for herself 
before she lost capacity. My grand-
father, mother, and aunts eventu-
ally ended up in court to pursue 
guardianship, a long and stressful 
process that is typically reserved as 
a last resort for cases where an in-
dividual can no longer make deci-
sions for themselves. Although my 
family was able to maintain the role 
of guardian, the fact that it had to 
be done was part of a larger prob-
lem—a lack of conversation about 
what my grandmother wanted.

I’d like to say that my family’s 
story ended well, with everyone 
rallying around my grandmother 
and her peaceful passing. It was 
anything but.

National Healthcare Decisions 
Day was founded in 2008—the 
same year Marianne 
received her de-
mentia diagnosis. 
It is an initiative to 
encourage individ-
uals to express their 
wishes regarding 
healthcare and for 
providers and facili-
ties to respect those 
wishes, whatever 
they may be.  I ’m 
proud to share this 
mission in my work 
at Honoring Choices 
Virginia, where I endeavor every 
day to help families avoid the out-
comes that my own experienced.

When it comes to advance care 
planning, many are familiar with 
advance medical directives, living 
wills, or Power of Attorney (POA). 
But how many have thought deep-
ly about the real-life implications 
of a serious medical condition, for 
themselves and their loved ones? 
How many have sat down with 
those who matter most to them 
and helped them prepare to act in 
such a scenario? While it’s some-
what easy to create an advance 

medical directive, these are ques-
tions that many don’t even know 
where to begin with.

At Honoring Choices Virginia, 
we train facilitators to help indi-
viduals with these questions. How 
to choose—and prepare—your 

health care agent, 
how to ref lect on 
your own experi-
ences, values, and 
beliefs, and how to 
apply these to med-
ical decision making, 
even  i f  you  can’ t 
speak for yourself. 
The result is often a 
thoughtful, solid ad-
vance medical direc-
tive that captures an 
individual’s medical 
instructions, prefer-

ences, and relevant background. 
Although it’s possible to complete 
an advance medical directive on 
your own, a facilitator is trained 
to recognize potential conflicts 
or red flags that could come up 
in a medical setting, and will help 
you carefully refl ect on additional 
considerations or implications 
for your documented wishes. 
They help equip your health care 
agents and loved ones, too. Attor-
neys and medical providers, while 
certainly well qualified to help 
you complete an advance medi-
cal directive, often don’t have the 

time to guide individuals and their 
families through these refl ective 
conversations beforehand.

No matter what your stage of 
life, health condition, or family 
situation, we all have unknown 
medical futures. Helping others 
to know us and the things that 
matter most to us is the best way 
to not only ensure that we have 
voice in our medical care when we 
cannot speak for ourselves, but 
to safeguard our most treasured 
relationships from the stress of 
these scenarios. Stories like my 
own are common, but in many 
cases, avoidable. Had my family 
had the knowledge and resources 
I have now, I like to think our story 
could have been very different. 

Have questions, need support? 
Call Honoring Choices Virginia 
anytime at 804-622-8141 or email 
us at honoringchoicesvirginia@
ramdocs.org. We provide free 
assistance and support with ad-
vance care planning needs to all 
Virginians, including:

• Helpline/technical assistance 
for individuals, families, and POAs 
regarding medical decision making 
in the absence of patient capacity

•  Advance care planning and 
document review appointments

•  Educational and planning 
tools for advance care planning

•  Community education and 
workshops 

For decades, research has distinctly suggest-
ed that volunteering our time results in posi-
tive health outcomes in our bodies, minds, and 
spirits, such as reducing stress and improving 
mood. In short, when we do good, we feel good. 
According to the Corporation for National and 
Community Service, volunteerism can even 
support our own cognitive health. As our brains 
are engaged in volunteer activities from which 
we derive purpose and joy, we meet new people 

and deepen existing relationships that sustain us 
at any age. Volunteering can also contribute to 
“Ikigai” or sense of purpose, the Japanese term 
referred to often in The Blue Zones.

During the pandemic, volunteer opportunities 
have changed. It’s important to consider how 
best to comfortably re-engage with volunteer 
opportunities that bring such joy! If you’re inter-
ested in volunteering your time, the Longevity 
Project for a greater Richmond would be happy 

to help you! To connect with us please email 
info@longevityrva.com

Volunteering and Health
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By Dee Caras, Caregiver Support Specialist
April is the month to explore Healthcare Deci-

sions and I’d like to focus attention on this import-
ant topic as it relates to caregivers. It is critical for 
all caregivers (informal, family, and professional) 
on the support team to know the preferences 
of the care receiver that will shape medical de-
cisions or advance directives. These decisions 
must be communicated to those involved in the 
care, and this information must be documented 

and readily available. An important  aspect is the 
designation of a Durable Power of Attorney to 
enable the designee to speak for the care receiver 
in the event they are unable to speak for them-
selves. This is often a hard discussion to have with 
a loved one and may feel better when the con-
versation is inserted during a non-stressful time 
within a usual interaction. Once completed, the 
care receiver can feel assured that their wishes 
will be enacted, the caregiver can truly serve as 
the advocate they want to be, and both can feel 
less stress knowing that when an unexpected 

event occurs, it will not be experienced as a crisis. 
Caregivers do not want to be left with guilt or 
regret because they are wondering if they made 
the right decision. Regardless of age, have this 
important conversation earlier rather than later.

For assistance in completing a simple will, 
advance directive, and POA, contact Senior 
Connections at 804-343-3000 and ask for 
information about Senior Law Day.

For resources on how to have the conver-
sation and documents, go to: www.Honoring 
Choices-va.org

Caregiver’s Corner

Richmond Area Non-Profi ts Work 
to Disable the Stigma of Individuals 

on the Autism Spectrum
Every person who has children and 

grandchildren wants nothing more 
than to see those children and grand-
children succeed in life and realize 
their full potential. However, for par-
ents and grandparents with children 
on the Autism spectrum, these hopes 
can easily be stifl ed by fear and appre-
hension. They may wonder if there is 
a place in society for them to fl ourish 
and to use their gifts and talents to 
benefit the community. Fortunately, 
as we honor Autism Awareness Month 
this April, there are a number of or-
ganizations in Greater Richmond that 
are working to not only help these 
individuals in their own lives, but to 
transform the perspectives of the 
community and defeat the negative 
stigmas that exist around those on the 
Autism spectrum. 

Better Employment 
Opportunities

It is natural for the parents and 
grandparents of individuals on the 
Autism spectrum to experience a 
great deal of stress as they begin the 
process of preparing their child for 
adulthood. Holly Peele, the Career 
Academy Director at Northstar Ca-
reer Academy, understands this time 
of stress and has made it her life’s work 
to help individuals in this situation. “At 
Northstar Academy, we believe that it 
is important to be creative and think 
outside the box,” says Peele. “When 
we work with employers in the busi-

ness community, we get them to fo-
cus not on the individual’s Autism, but 
on the fact that people are grounded 
in doing things one way.” An example 
that Peele gives to illustrate this point 
is the situation with one of her clients 
on the Autism spectrum who she was 
able to help fi nd a job at a restaurant. 
“It was his job to do the morning prep 
work” Peele says. “Whereas other in-
dividuals would get bored and try to 
cut corners with this type of work, my 
client loved routine tasks and this was 
a perfect fi t for him.”

Improved Socialization
The area of socialization and re-

lating to others is another challenge 
for those on the Autism spectrum. 
Catherine Pall, the Program Direc-
tor at Richmond Autism Integration 
Network (RAIN), has seen numerous 
success stories with her organiza-
tion’s clients in the area of social-
ization. “We’ve seen clients go from 
being really shy to becoming social 
butterfl ies” says Pall. Pall recounts a 
story of one of her clients who had 
become very shy and withdrawn. 
When she began working with her, 
the client told Pall that her increased 
shyness was brought on in part due 
to the fear caused by the pandemic. 
However, after a few months at RAIN, 
this client became one of the most 
outgoing individuals in the program. 
Pall opines that this is one of her 
favorite aspects of her work. “I love 

seeing individuals gain social skills 
and becoming generally comfortable 
around others” says Paul.

Transforming the 
Perspectives of Others

Not only is it important to fi nd ways 
to help those on the Autism spectrum, 
it is equally important to help trans-
form the perspectives that individuals 
in society, including potential employ-
ers, have about the skills and abilities 
of persons on the spectrum. Jennifer 
McDonough, the Project Director 
at the Rehabilitation Research and 
Training Center at Virginia Common-
wealth University (VCU), has made 
this her life’s work. McDonough works 
with individuals on the spectrum as 
well as employers to match individu-
als who have different skills and abili-
ties with the jobs in which those skills 
are needed. She explains that one of 
the best aspects of her role is chang-
ing the way that people perceive those 
who have Autism. “If businesses are 
able to make a connection, they will 
be able to fi nd people with a great deal 
of skills and abilities who really want to 
work” says McDonough. McDonough 
remembers one of her clients whom 
she helped get a job at a local hospital 
pharmacy. At the pharmacy, this client 
utilized his attention to detail in order 
to ensure that the medications on 
the shelves had not yet expired and 
deliver medications to departments. 
His effi ciency helped cut wait times 

down for individuals waiting for their 
medication.

The Time is Now
Parents and grandparents with 

children on the Autism spectrum 
can take comfort in knowing that not 
only are there more resources than 
ever before, but that perspectives 
that society has towards individuals 
on the spectrum are improving as 
well. “For job seekers, the time is 
now” says McDonough. “In my 25 
years working with individuals on 
the Autism Spectrum, I have never 
seen these individuals fi nd more em-
ployment opportunities than at the 
present time. ” This Autism Aware-
ness Month, let’s continue to support 
those on the Autism spectrum as well 
as the organizations that are dedicat-
ed to supporting these individuals. 
For more information, please see the 
following resources: 

VCU Rehabilitation Research 
and Training Center
(804) 828-6984
rrtc@vcu.edu

Northstar Academy
(804) 747-1003
contact@northstaracademy.net

Richmond Autism Integration 
Network (RAIN)
(804) 754-0000
info@richmondautism.org
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Learn more at vaccinate.virginia.gov 
or call 877-VAX-IN-VA

If you are over 65, it’s especially 
important to protect yourself 
from COVID-19. 

Get vaccinated  today.

Retired and Senior Volunteer 
Program (RSVP)

During this National Volunteer 
Month, Senior Connections, The 
Capital Area Agency on Aging, would 
like to extend a thank you to all of the 
volunteers in the Retired and Senior 
Volunteer Program (RSVP). RSVP is 
an AmeriCorps Seniors program that 
recognizes volunteers aged 55+ for 
the contributions they make to their 
communities. Senior Connections 
currently partners with the following 

non-profi t organizations and hospi-
tals in the Greater Richmond Area:

• American Red Cross
• Big Brothers Big Sisters
• Bon Secours Memorial Regional 

Medical Center
• Chesterfi eld County Aging and 

Disability Services
• Chesterfi eld Food Bank
• Feedmore’s Meals on Wheels
• Henrico Doctors Hospitals

• Hunter Holmes McGuire VA 
Medical Center

• Lakeside Baptist Day Care
• Richmond Redevelopment and 

Housing Authority (RRHA)
• Senior Connections Volunteer 

Money Management
If you are interested in becom-

ing an RSVP volunteer and learning 
about ways you can serve in Greater 
Richmond, please contact Lee Ow-

ens, Americorps Seniors Programs 
Coordinator, at (804) 343-3050 or at 
lowens@youraaa.org

Remember, volunteers aren’t un-
paid because they are worthless, but 
because they are priceless!

Make plans now for the care 
you want when you have a se-
rious illness, otherwise known 
as Advance Care Planning.

Using Technology to 
Help With Care Plans

Technology can streamline 
your planning: from contacting 
family, loved ones, and health 
care providers about YOUR care 
decision, to keeping all necessary 
documentation in one place. 

Email is a reliable medium to 
keep all the necessary people 
in the loop for what options 
are best for you.

Medical records can be ac-
cessed, stored, and shared on 
your local computer, Google 
Drive, or the corresponding 
cloud service linked to your 
email account. 

How IT4Causes 
Gets Involved 

Get involved with giving 
back  to  your  community 
through Volunteerism!

IT4Causes is a non-profit 
organization that provides 
technology solutions for other 
non-profi t organizations that 
lack the capacity to provide for 
themselves.

Senior Connections is one 
of the many organizations 
IT4Causes supports and you 
could get involved too, regard-
less of age. 

Having doubts? Check out 
it4causes.org for more infor-
mation!

Technology & 
Advance 

Care Planning
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MoneyLaw &

TIPS for investing in a time of inflation
Many investors are looking for conser-

vative investments that will protect them 
against inflation. The recent 
fall in the stock market has 
many investors on edge, so 
they are looking for safe in-
vestments that will provide 
some protection of their asset 
base.

There are a few invest-
ments that investors expect 
will provide them some pro-
tection, namely Series I sav-
ings bonds [see “A good time 
for inflation-protected bonds” 
in the February Beacon], and 
mutual funds and exchange-traded funds 
that invest in Treasury Inflation Protection 
Securities (TIPS). 

Series I bonds and TIPS are designed to 
protect investors against increases in infla-
tion because their returns are linked to the 
consumer price Index (CPI).  

Unfortunately, some investors in TIPS 
via mutual funds and ETFs have found the 
value of their underlying shares recently 

dropped significantly in value as interest 
rates have risen. 

That’s because, in general, 
for bond funds there is an in-
verse relationship between 
prices and interest rates. That 
is, when interest rates go up, 
the prices of bonds, and bond 
funds and ETFs, go down. [See 
more at “Some bond alternatives 
to consider now,” on page 23.]

Be careful where  
you buy 

Note that there is a distinc-
tion between buying TIPS di-

rectly from the Treasury at TreasuryDi-
rect.gov and buying TIPS in the form of 
shares from mutual funds or ETFs. 

You can purchase TIPS from the Treas-
ury for terms of 5, 10 or 30 years. You may 
hold them to maturity or sell them before 
maturity. Your principal will increase in 
value based on the CPI. At maturity, you 
are paid either the adjusted principal or 
the original price, whichever is higher.  

Interest is earned twice a year at a fixed 
rate which is applied to the adjusted princi-
pal. So, if your principal increases because 
of an increase in the CPI, the interest 
earned would also increase. 

However, the interest is taxable in the 
year earned — even though you won’t re-
ceive the interest until maturity if you 
purchase the TIPS directly from the 
Treasury. 

You could also purchase TIPS mutual 
funds and ETFs from a financial institu-
tion, but they would not have fixed 5, 10 
and 30-year terms. [Instead, the fund’s re-
turn would reflect a mix of the maturities of 
the TIPS it purchases.]

The advantage is that you would actual-
ly receive the interest paid semi-annually. 
However, there is a major disadvantage: 
You no longer have the protection of prin-
cipal you get when you purchase TIPS di-
rectly from the Treasury and redeem 
them at maturity.

When you purchase shares in the form 
of mutual funds and ETFs, there is no ma-
turity date. Your shares will fluctuate in 

value, and when interest rates increase 
your shares will likely fall in value. 

Recent investors got burned
This has already happened this year, 

and I have received mail from investors 
complaining about the recent fall in prices. 
Many of them were under the false im-
pression that, because TIPS returns are 
based on the CPI, their principal would 
also be protected and they would be re-
ceiving a positive return. 

That has not been the case for short-
term investments in TIPS mutual funds 
and ETFs in 2022, so these investors are 
facing unanticipated losses.

The bottom line is that investors in TIPS 
who want to be sure their principal is pro-
tected should ONLY purchase TIPS directly 
from TreasuryDirect.gov and should hold 
them to maturity. For example, the total re-
turn of 10-year TIPS in 2021 was 5.5%. 

Most investment advisers expect the 
Federal Reserve to continue increasing 

THE SAVINGS 
GAME 
By Elliot Raphaelson

Take a free course at Harvard from home
By Cal Sefer 

The first time I heard about MOOCs, I 
thought it must be some kind of hybrid 
cow. The name caught my attention, so I 
did what I always do when I want to know 
about something: I Googled it. 

Turns out MOOC stands for Massive 
Open Online Course. What’s that? 

Massive — thousands of students. Open 
— anyone can participate. Online — over 
the internet. Course — college classes. 

About 45 colleges in the United States 
and nearly 140 around the world offer on-
line courses that you can either audit for 
free, or pay a modest fee of about $40 and 
get a certificate. (There are online courses 
from major universities that offer credit and 
degrees too, but for this article I’m writing 
only about free or certificate courses.) 

Learning for fun
I’ve taken several MOOC courses just to 

learn something. Most were recorded lec-
tures, so I could go at my own pace. I could 
even replay any class if I thought I had 
missed something.  

What’s more, some professors talk 
rather slowly, and I could speed up the 
playback and get through an hour’s lec-
ture in 45 minutes. 

Some courses require you to pass a quiz 
before going onto the next lecture, but oth-
ers allow you to skip the quizzes. Since I 
don’t want a certificate, sometimes I skip 
the quizzes. I can usually complete a six-
week course in a couple of weeks.  

Being loose with how I take the courses 
means I probably miss something, but at 
the end I know more than when I started, 
and that fits my goal of learning something 
new every day.  

For example, I’ve taken a course on Fi-
nancial Markets from Robert J. Shiller, a 
noble laureate at Yale; a course on Cyber-
crime from the University of Maryland; a 
course on Ancient Israel from New York 
University; and I just completed a course 
from Tel Aviv University called “The Fall 
and Rise of Jerusalem.” All for free!  

Almost endless choices 
When I first came across MOOCs, there 

weren’t a lot of choices. Since then, the 
idea of MOOCs has gained traction. 

Search “MOOC platforms” and one re-
sult will be a list of the top 10. Just put any 
one of them in your web browser and then 
go bonkers choosing from the hundreds 
of courses you might want to take. (The 
platforms I have used are Coursera and 
edX.) 

The list of courses seems endless: 
music, math, astronomy, computer pro-
gramming, taxes, cinema, art, culinary, bi-
ology, history. 

You can also search by subject to find 
courses. Just to make the point, I looked 
up something I thought kind of obscure: a 
“mooc course on how clocks work.” I got a 
list of possibilities! 

Before COVID, I audited at least one 
course at Howard Community College 
every semester to keep my brain working. 
Since COVID, I’ve used MOOC courses as 
a substitute. 

Currently I’m into ancient Middle East-
ern history. Without the MOOC classes, 
I’d have never thought to travel there. Now 

I’m finding it fascinating and contemplat-
ing a trip. 

Whether you’re still working or retired, 
you can reward yourself by learning some-
thing new or reviewing a subject you 
haven’t thought about in a while. And you 
can do it at your own pace at no cost. 

I keep thinking about going back over 
algebra. I use equations every day, but can 
no longer figure out where two trains trav-
eling in opposite directions at various 
speeds would meet — and I don’t see how 
I can possibly go on without knowing how 
to do that!

Even after my life gets back to a post-
pandemic normal, I’ll keep making use of 
the learning opportunities made available 
in MOOCs. Try it; you’ll like it.

Visit edx.org or coursera.com for a list of 
their free classes. You can also search for a 
specific university’s free courses at their web-
site (for example, Open Yale Courses at 
oyc.yale.edu; Professional and Lifelong 
Learning Courses at pll.harvard.edu, etc.). 
Note: some courses on these sites do charge 
for tuition.

See TIPS, page 14

Furry friends can be expensive.  
See article on page 14.



Considering a pet? Be aware of the costs
By Roxanne Alexander

Animals are just plain cute and can 
bring so much joy to your life. But like chil-
dren, they are not cheap — especially if 
you care for your pet properly.

Whether you choose to adopt a pet from 
an animal shelter or buy one from a store 
or breeder, there are several costs to con-
sider over the life of your pet. 

The first one is the acquisition cost. You 
can adopt a dog for around $60 to over $200, 
depending on the shelter (this usually in-
cludes having them spayed/neutered and 
vaccinated), but I have seen French bulldog 
puppies through breeders for $7,000. 

There are so many advantages to having 
a pet. They can bring such unconditional 
love and companionship. The purpose of 
this article is not to discourage you from 
owning a pet, but to allow you to consider 
the resources you should have available 
for a long-term financial commitment. 

A dog or cat can have a lifespan of more 
than 15 years — this is almost like raising 
a child to college age. Many people adopt 

or buy animals and don’t factor this into 
their planning. 

What if a new job forces you to relocate? 
What if pet restrictions make buying a 
condo or renting an apartment a problem? 
I have heard many sad stories of being al-
lergic to pets or people losing their jobs 
and having to surrender pets they can no 
longer afford to care for.

Some additional costs to think about are:

Food and toys
Food can be quite expensive, especially 

if you have a larger animal. Dog owners 
should plan on budgeting $120 to $550 per 
year for food per pet, according to Petfind-
er. For cat owners, the estimate is only a 
smidgeon lower: $120 to $500. 

I have friends who cook chicken and 
“people food” for their dogs. This can be as 
expensive as feeding another human.  

Your pet may need some toys, a bed and 
possibly a crate for training. If you have a 
cat you may need to purchase something 
they can scratch. 

A couple of toys can easily cost $50, a 
dog bed $35, and a cat scratching post $30 
or more depending on how fancy you want 
to get. And don’t forget the kitty litter, 
which could add up to $70 to $150 per year, 
Petfinder reports.

Training costs/property damage
Puppies like to chew, and kittens like to 

scratch up furniture. This can be frustrat-
ing and costly, especially if the puppy rav-
ages your expensive shoes. 

The average cost for dog training is 
about $50 per hour, but obedience training 
can run $200 to $600 per week. A private 
dog trainer can run up to $150 per hour.

Pet insurance/healthcare
If your pet has known health issues 

based on their breed, it may make sense to 
either get pet insurance in advance or set 
aside cash for large vet bills. 

Pet insurance can range from as low as 
$10 per month to higher than $100 per 
month. Keep in mind many insurance 

companies will exclude “typical” condi-
tions associated with a breed. 

Healthcare and vet bills can be a wild 
card depending on your pet. Keep in mind 
that if something serious comes up, a 
week in a veterinary hospital could mean a 
bill of $10,000 or more. 

With regular dental cleanings (easily $300 
or more each time) and periodic vaccines, 
heartworm pills ($58 to $159 per year) and 
flea and tick prevention ($150 to $200 per 
year), even routine care adds up fast.

General liability insurance
Some condo associations require you 

have liability insurance if you have a pet in 
case it bites or destroys property. This can 
increase your insurance costs. About 4.5 
million people are bitten by dogs each year. 

If you own your home, your homeowners 
insurance policy often will cover dog bites, 
but it pays to verify. Some companies ex-
clude covering certain breeds. In those 
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NEW

For millions of Americans, the simple pleasure of taking a stroll has become an impossibility. 
Age, injuries and a variety of conditions have diminished their strength and stamina, making 
walking a challenge… and even a health risk. Traditional walkers and rollators leave you 
hunched over and shuffling along. Now, medically-minded design engineers have created a 
product that enables almost anyone to walk upright, and to have a place to sit and rest when 
they need it. Best of all, it weighs only 19 ¼   pounds, so it’s practical and easily portable.

Mobility Breakthrough

Features & Benefi ts
• Padded armrests distribute weight across the upper arms and shoulders, not the hands and wrists
• Large free-moving, non-skid wheels provide a smooth ride and easy maneuverability
• Upright handles and locking handbrakes provide stability and safety
• Easy-adjust height control and “infi nite position” hand grips fi t almost any body type
• Comfortable mesh seat and adjustable backrest provide relaxed seating
• Stand-assist handles help you get back on your feet
• Crafted with the highest grade materials for safety and durability

It’s not a walker. It’s not a rollator.
It’s the                          !

TM

Glide

Standing up straight allows for better breathing, relieves 
pressure on your neck and back, and enables you to interact 

with friends and family at eye-level.

FREE
Utility Bag

One handed fold 
for easy transport

Call toll-free now to speak to a product specialist.  

1-888-708-1098
Please mention code 116971 when ordering.

85
64

5

© 2022 Journey Health and Lifestyle

TM

Glide
by Journey Health & Lifestyle

Arrives fully 
assembled

short-term interest rates in 2022. So it is 
expected that investors in TIPS funds and 

ETFs will likely see a negative return on 
these investments. 

If you had invested in these funds in 
prior years, you would have received good 
results for three and five prior years, and 

modest positive returns for the past year.  
But recent investors in these vehicles are 

now seeing negative returns. Year-to-date 
returns for many of these has been -3%.

Contact TresuryDirect.gov for more in-

formation about these investments. 
Elliot Raphaelson welcomes your questions 

and comments at raphelliot@gmail.com. 
© 2022 Elliot Raphaelson. Distributed by 

Tribune Content Agency, LLC.

TIPS 
From page 13

See PET COSTS, page 16



Some bond alternatives to consider now
By Patrick Mueller

Most people think bonds are safe, but in 
today’s volatile climate, they are not.

In the not-too-distant past, bonds were 
portrayed as a safer investment than stocks. 
Investors looked to government bonds as 
the bedrock of a stable retirement income. 

But bond yields are extremely low these 
days, prompting some investors to seek al-
ternatives. This has sparked renewed in-
terest in various investments that can gen-
erate passive income and stability.

Most people don’t remember what a bad 
bond market looks like because we haven’t 
seen one for 30-plus years! We’ve had steadi-
ly declining interest rates since the mid-
1980s. Bond prices move in the opposite di-
rection of interest rates. When interest rates 
rise, bond prices fall, and vice versa. 

The Federal Reserve has already begun 
raising interest rates and expects to start sell-
ing off some of its government bonds later 
this year, so the climate is likely to be less fa-
vorable for long-term bonds going forward. 

And with bonds paying historically low 
interest rates, long-term bonds falling in 
price could mean a low-yield investment 
for years.

Problems with bond funds
Bonds issue at par value of $1,000, and 

by buying a bond you are in effect loaning 

a corporation or some form of government 
your $1,000. 

There is a length of time you have to 
leave it there, until it reaches what is 
known as its maturity date, which can 
range from one year to 40-plus years. 

There will be a set interest rate for that 
length of time. So, if interest rates rise 
(causing bond prices generally to fall), you 
can hold your bond until it matures and 
still get your $1,000 back.

A huge issue is that most people don’t 
hold their bonds directly anymore; rather, 
they hold bonds through mutual funds. 

And when you hold bonds in mutual 
funds, there are two problems: There is no 
set interest rate, and there is no maturity 
date. So when interest rates rise and your 
bond prices fall, there is no date in time 
when you can get your $1,000 back.

Other investments to consider
To avoid getting trapped while the out-

look on bonds is not all that bright, here 
are two alternatives that can provide more 
security and a decent rate of return:

Fixed annuities and fixed index 
annuities: Fixed annuities, sold by in-
surance companies, offer long-term tax-
deferred savings and monthly income 
for life. 

They involve an upfront payment by an 

investor for a series of guaranteed income 
distributions from an insurance company. 
The insurer guarantees the buyer a fixed 
interest rate on their contributions for a 
specific period of time. The value of the 
buyer’s principal, even if interest rates 
rise, stays the same. 

You can also choose a fixed index annu-
ity, where your principal is protected and 
the return is tied to a market index, like 
the S&P 500. If the market is down, the 
worst you can do is zero gain, and it will 
still have a participation rate on the upside. 

For example, if we have a 50% participa-
tion rate and the S&P 500 is up 12%, then 
6% would be credited to your account on 
your anniversary date, and that new value 
is locked in and can’t drop below that value 
because of a market decline. 

Annuities often generate more income 
than bonds of similar maturity purchased 
at the same time. Also, each annuity pay-
ment consists both of return on invest-
ment and a portion of the original premi-
um itself. Only the annuity’s return on in-
vestment is taxable, while the premium 
portion of each payment is returned tax-
free.  

And because annuities aren’t priced 
daily in an open market as bonds are, they 
are better than bonds at holding their 
value while generating a more predictable 

cash flow. 
Real estate investment trusts: This is 

the best-known bond alternative, created 
in the 1960s to provide investors a way to 
invest in funds that own, manage and/or fi-
nance income-generating real estate. 

The REIT investment space is enor-
mous; investors can target specific real es-
tate segments and diversify across differ-
ent segments. They get 90% of profits.

REITs are tax-advantaged as dividends 
and trade like stocks. And unlike bonds, 
which pay a fixed amount of interest and 
have a set maturity date, REITs are pro-
ductive assets that can increase in value in-
definitely. 

Many REITs have dividend yields be-
tween 5% and 10%. Be careful, though — 
many REITs are not liquid if you need ac-
cess to your money in the short term.

Alternatives to bonds do offer higher 
yield potential. But remember, that comes 
with more risk and/or higher cost. 

It’s wise to work with an adviser to go 
over your options as you assess your port-
folio. Differentiate between safe and risky 
assets, and structure your portfolio in a 
way that makes the most sense for you.

Dan Dunkin contributed to this article.  
© 2022 The Kiplinger Washington Edi-

tors, Inc. Distributed by Tribune Content 
Agency, LLC. 
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Throughout the ages, there have been many 
important advances in mobility.  Canes, walkers, 
rollators, and scooters were created to help 
people with mobility issues get around and 
retain their independence.  Lately, however, 
there haven’t been any new improvements to 
these existing products or developments in this 
field.  Until now.  Recently, an innovative design 
engineer who’s developed one of the world’s 
most popular products created a completely new 
breakthrough . . . a personal electric vehicle.  It’s 
called the Zinger, and there is nothing out there 
quite like it.

“What my wife especially loves is it gives her 
back feelings of safety and independence 
which has given a real boost to her 
confi dence and happiness!  Thank You!” 

–Kent C., California

The first thing you’ll notice about the Zinger
is its unique look.  It doesn’t look like a scooter.  
Its sleek, lightweight yet durable frame is made 
with aircraft grade aluminum.  It weighs only 47.2 
lbs but can handle a passenger that’s up to 275 
lbs!  It features one-touch folding and unfolding 
– when folded it can be wheeled around like a 

suitcase and fits easily into a backseat 
or trunk.  Then, there are the steering 
levers.  They enable the Zinger to move 
forward, backward, turn on a dime and even 
pull right up to a table or desk.  With its 
compact yet powerful motor it can go up to 
6 miles an hour and its rechargeable battery 
can go up to 8 miles on a single charge.  
With its low center of gravity and inflatable 
tires it can handle rugged terrain and is 
virtually tip-proof.  Think about it, you can 

take your Zinger
almost anywhere, 
so you don’t have to 
let mobility issues rule your life. 

 Why take our word for it. You can try the Zinger
out for yourself with our exclusive home trial.  
Call now, and find out how you can try out 
a Zinger of your very own.

Now available in 
a Joystick model

(Zoomer Chair)  

Joystick can be mounted on the right or left side for rider’s comfort
The Zinger and Zoomer Chairs are personal electric vehicles and are not medical devices nor wheelchairs. They are not intended for medical purposes 

to provide mobility to persons restricted to a sitting position. They are not covered by Medicare nor Medicaid.  © 2022 Journey Health and Lifestyle 85
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Th e Zinger folds to a mere 10 inches.

10”

Zinger Chair®

Call now and receive a utility basket 
absolutely FREE with your order. 

1-888-668-3865
Please mention code 116973 when ordering.

Th e world’s lightest and most portable mobility device
Once in a lifetime, a product comes along that truly moves people.  
Introducing the future of battery-powered personal transportation . . . The Zinger. 

The Invention of the Year

Con artists target people who owe taxes
By Rivan V. Stinson

With tax season under way, the IRS is 
once again warning taxpayers to be wary 
of “Offer in Compromise” scams. 

These promotions claim that they can 
help taxpayers pay back taxes for just 
“pennies on the dollar.” But victims often 
end up paying the promoters thousands of 
dollars in fees and still end up owing 
money to the IRS.

While the IRS’s Offer in Compromise 
(OIC) program allows taxpayers to re-
quest a reduction in unpaid taxes, the 
guidelines are strict and only a small per-
centage of applications are approved. 

To be eligible for the program, you must 
be up-to-date on your tax returns and have 
received at least one bill from the IRS. 
You’ll be required to provide supporting 
documents, including a breakdown of your 
expenses. 

The IRS will then review your income 
and the assets you own, such as equity in 
your home, to determine whether you’re 
eligible to have some of your tax debts for-
given. If it determines that you can afford 
to repay your taxes in full through an in-
stallment program, it will likely reject your 
offer.

You can find out if you pre-qualify for the 

OIC program by going to irs.treasury.gov/ 
oic_pre_qualifier. The IRS charges a $250 
application fee, but waives it for low-income 
taxpayers.

Bank officer impersonators
Consumers also need to be on the look-

out for con artists who claim to be fraud of-
ficers from their bank. Here’s how it 
works: 

You receive a fraud alert via text or email 
asking you to verify a purchase you didn’t 
make. Respond “no,” and you’ll receive a 
phone call from a fraud impersonator re-
questing personal information, such as 

your username and password, in order to 
“catch” the scammer. The imposter then 
uses that information to drain your account. 

Never give out sensitive information 
over the phone or send money to people 
you don’t know. 

If you’re not sure whether a call is legiti-
mate, hang up and contact your bank di-
rectly. While your bank may ask you to 
verify your identity or account informa-
tion, this usually happens when you initi-
ate the call.

© 2022 The Kiplinger Washington Edi-
tors, Inc. Distributed by Tribune Content 
Agency, LLC. 

cases, and if you are a renter, you should 
look into personal liability coverage and/or 
umbrella insurance.

A colleague informed me that her condo 
association requested an analysis of her 
dog’s poop so that the culprit can be identi-
fied if a dog’s poop is not cleaned up!

Grooming
This can cost up to $100 per visit de-

pending on the size of the pet and your lo-
cation. Not all dogs require grooming, 
however.

Travel/pet sitting
 If you travel frequently or work outside 

your home, factor in the costs of someone 
taking care of your pet when you are away. 

Having a dog walker come by during 
the day can easily cost $20, depending on 
where you live. Doggy day care can be 
$25 per day and $40 for overnight. If you 
travel frequently, these costs can add up 
quickly.  

Future planning
Many people have set up trusts for their 

pets. Since your pet is likely part of the 
family, what if something happens to you? 
Do you have plans in place for the pet, and 

the financial resources to provide for the 
pet after you are gone? 

All of these are things worth considering.

© 2022 The Kiplinger Washington Edi-
tors, Inc. Distributed by Tribune Content 
Agency, LLC.

Pet costs 
From page 14

VIRTUAL HIRING EVENT 
Every Thursday, check out a weekly virtual hiring event with 
Heart Havens, which has opportunities for full time, part time and 

PRN direct support professionals. This event takes place between 1 and 3 p.m. 
For more information, visit bit.ly/HeartHavens. 

LIFE INSURANCE TIPS 
The Richmond Public Library is hosting a free workshop on life 
insurance at the Hull Street Meeting Room on Thurs., April 21 

from 3 to 5 p.m. For more information, call (804) 646-8699. 

MARK YOUR CALENDAR

Thursdays

April 21



Fun in the sun: South Padre Island, Texas
By Victor Block 
   “Fish. Party. Repeat.” 

Those words, printed on a sign hanging 
on the wall of a restaurant in South Padre 
Island, Texas, refer to two of the most pop-
ular pastimes there. 

SPI, as the locals call it, and Port Isabel, 
perched at the other end of a causeway 
that connects the two, have outstanding 
beaches, a long list of both land and water 
activities, and intriguing historical tidbits 
that add color to the setting.

The resorts are well known to “Winter 
Texans” — people primarily from the Mid-
west who spend several winter months 
soaking up the sun, and fun, in those twin 
towns on the Gulf of Mexico at the Lone 
Star State’s southern extremity. 

At first glance, both communities pres-
ent the atmosphere of many beachfront lo-
cations. Hotels, restaurants and souvenir 
shops abound. Colorful golf carts are a 
popular mode of transportation. The fa-
vored attire gives new meaning to the 
words “casual clothing.”

But much more awaits those who find 
their way to this inviting destination within 
a seashell’s throw of Mexico, which has a 
strong influence on the local culture. 

More than just fishing
Sunbathers, bike riders, surf fishermen 

and vacationers have long been attracted 
to the sand that stretches in an unbroken 
line from White Sands Beach in the north 
to Pearl at its southern end. 

Fishing is by far the favorite pastime for 
both residents and visitors. Anglers seek 
their dinner in the flats of Laguna Madre 
Bay, which separates SPI and Port Isabel, 
by surf casting off beaches, dropping a 
line from a pier or trolling the offshore 
depths of the Gulf. 

So productive are the waters that the 
advertising of one charter boat captain of-
fers “Guaranteed fish. No fish — no 
charge.”

The popularity of that activity also be-
comes clear in other ways. One is the fact 
that streets on SPI are named after sword-
fish, tarpon, marlin and other denizens of 
the deep. In some sports bars, along with 
TV sets tuned to the usual athletic events, 
there are others beaming fishing programs. 

Fortunately, for visitors to the area 
seeking other activities, a lengthy catalog 
awaits their perusal and participation. Of 
course, the A (antiquing) to Z (ziplining) 
list includes many that are water-related. 

For starters, there’s kayaking and ca-
noeing, snorkeling and sailing, speeding 
along on a jet ski and loping along a beach 
on horseback. 

Nature attracts fans to the South Padre 

Island Birding, Nature Center & Alligator 
Sanctuary, a good place to observe a vari-
ety of native wildlife. 

An observation tower, blinds and a 
3,300-foot-long boardwalk provide close-up 
sightings of some of the 350-plus species 
of birds that have been seen in the area. 
During my visit, a wall chart that lists re-
cent identifications included colorful 
monikers like marbled godwit and semi-
palmated plover.

Another expedition took my wife, Fyllis, 
and me on a Breakaway Cruises dolphin 
watch excursion in Laguna Madre Bay. 
Captain Bob pointed out the first one as 
soon as we left the marina. 

Whenever someone spotted a telltale 
fin, or better yet a dolphin leaping out of 
the water, a collective “oooh, aaah” echoed 
among the passengers. 

Adding to the enjoyment, and educa-
tion, was inspecting at close hand various 
specimens that a net had dredged up from 
the bay floor. Among sea life we examined 
were a stingray, several small fish and 
shrimp.

Shrimp a large draw
It’s no surprise that shrimp were found 

there because those crustaceans have been 
the source of an industry that has thrived in 

the area since the middle of the 19th centu-
ry. Today, Texas consistently ranks among 
the top three producing shrimp states, 
along with Alaska and Louisiana.

The trawlers typically drag their nets 
along the bottom of the Gulf of Mexico for 
as long as three weeks at a time, working 
at night, since shrimp are nocturnal. When 
not at sea, trawlers may be spotted docked 
at several locations in Port Isabel.

Also not surprising are the variations on 
shrimp dishes served at local restaurants, 
which augment the Tex-Mex cuisine on 
many menus. Dishes using shrimp that 
were new to me included tacos, quesadil-
las, omelets, Eggs Benedict and even a 
BLT sandwich. 

The story of shrimping is among many 
told at the Port Isabel Historical Museum. 
Exhibits there portray the area’s past, be-
ginning with the Spanish exploration peri-
od and moving on to the arrival of Native 
Americans, the Civil War and colorful tales 
of border folklore. The museum is housed 
in an 1899 building that in the past served 
as a dry goods store, post office and rail-
road station.

Port Isabel is also home to a landmark 
lighthouse that was completed in 1853 to 

Morning and evening horseback rides along the beaches of South Padre Island 
give visitors a chance to explore the area when it’s quiet and cool.
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Tourists can ride a Ferris wheel and watch the sun set over the Gulf of Mexico just 
off South Padre Island, Texas.
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Learn the art of walking along the streets 
of Philadelphia. See story on page 19.
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Ever since the first human went into a dark cave and built a fire, people have realized the importance of proper indoor lighting. Unfortunately, since 

Edison invented the light bulb, lighting technology has remained relatively prehistoric. Modern light fixtures do little to combat many symptoms of 

improper lighting, such as eyestrain, dryness or burning. As more and more of us spend longer hours in front of a computer monitor, the results are 

compounded…and the effects of indoor lighting are not necessarily limited to physical well-being. Many people believe that the quantity and quality of 

light can play a part in one’s mood and work performance. Now there’s a better way to bring the positive benefits associated with natural sunlight indoors. 

A floor lamp that spreads sunshine all over a room
The Balanced Spectrum® floor lamp will change the way you see and feel about your living or work spaces. Studies show that 

sunshine can lift your mood and your energy levels. But as we all know, the sun, unfortunately, does not always shine. So, to bring 

the benefits of natural daylight indoors, use the floor lamp that simulates the full spectrum of daylight. You will see with more 

clarity and enjoyment as this lamp provides sharp visibility for close tasks and reduces eyestrain. Its 27-watt compact bulb is the 

equivalent to a 150-watt ordinary light bulb. This makes it perfect for activities such 

as reading, writing, sewing, needlepoint, and especially for aging eyes. 

Experience sunshine indoors at the touch-of-a-switch. This amazing lamp 

is easy on the eyes and easy on the hands. It features a special “soft-touch, 

flicker-free” rocker switch that’s easier to use than traditional toggle or twist 

switches. Its flexible goose-neck design enables you toget light where you need  

it most. The high-tech electronics, user-friendly design, and bulb that last 10 times  

longer than an ordinary bulb make this lamp a must-have. 

Here is a guarantee that no other lamp can make. If the Balanced Spectrum® bulb 

ever burns out, we’ll send you a free replacement bulb, all you pay is a small fee for 

shipping and handling. The Balanced Spectrum® floor lamp comes with firstSTREET’s 

exclusive guarantee. Try this lamp for 90 days and return it for the product purchase  

price if not completely satisfied.

Use the Balance  
Spectrum Floor Lamp...

...for hobbies

...for reading

...for working

...and when you need a 

good source of light for 

close-up tasks.

41
49

4

Bring the natural benefits of sunlight indoors.

Balanced Spectrum® floor lamp
Only $79.95 with FREE Shipping
Please mention promotional code 116974 .

For fastest service, call toll-free 

1-888-741-5014

© 2021 Journey Health and Lifestyle

guide ships bringing supplies to U.S. mili-
tary posts. During the American Civil War, 
it was used as an observation tower by 
both Confederate and Union forces. Of 16 
lighthouses along the Texas coastline, this 
is the only one that’s open to visitors.  

The importance of Port Isabel’s role 
during the United States-Mexican War 
(1846-1848), following annexation of Texas 
by the U.S., and the American Civil War 
comes alive at the Walk of Generals. It con-
sists of 21 medallions set in sidewalks sur-
rounding the lighthouse that commemo-
rate military men who served and fought 
in the area during those conflicts. Among 
the men so honored are Generals Thomas 
(Stonewall) Jackson, Robert E. Lee, 
Ulysses S. Grant and Zachary Taylor (12th 

President of the Unites States).

Local art scene
Both Port Isabel and SPI also lay claim to 

being art appreciation destinations, though 
in a non-traditional way. Any flat surface in-
side or outside a shop, restaurant, home or 
other building can serve as a palette for 
paintings, usually depicting sea life. 

There are two “trails” that visitors may 
follow. The Sea Turtle Art Trail leads to 10 
colorfully painted Fiberglass replicas of 
those reptiles as they’ve never been seen 
before. The largest, named Tank, covers 
the entire front of a building. Images on 
Miracle’s shell depict the challenges of tur-
tle life, from emerging as hatchlings to 
avoiding predators in the deep oceans.

More than two dozen sandy creations 
comprise the Sandcastle Art Trail, sup-
porting SPI’s claim as Sandcastle Capital 

of the World. Along with traditional cas-
tles, the creations include a singing mer-
maid and wildlife (such as pelican, alliga-
tor and dolphin) that frequent the area.

In addition, a tent-like structure called 
the Sandcastle Village houses an eclectic 
collection of works. Santa stands not far 
from Neptune; an enormous butterfly 
dwarfs a nearby iguana. 

If seeing sand animals isn’t your thing, 
perhaps world-class fishing or relaxing on 
celebrated beaches is. They’re among the 
many treats that await those who visit SPI 
and Port Isabel, Texas, a welcome wonder-
land in any season.

If you go
Flights from Richmond to Harlingen, 

Texas, start at $530 on American Airlines. 
The Harlingen airport is about an hour 
from the coast, as is the Brownsville air-
port.

Accommodations include the selection 
expected at a beach resort destination. 
Typical of the budget hotels in SPI is La 

Copa Inn, a beachfront property with a 
pool, restaurant and fitness room. Rates 
begin at $90; lacoparesort.com.

Fyllis and I opted for a three-bedroom 
Airbnb condo with a full kitchen, balcony 
and use of a swimming pool shared with oc-
cupants of the three other condos nearby. 

Many restaurants in SPI and Port Isabel 
are similar in decor (casual) and menus 
(lengthy). Ceviche is a common appetizer, 
sometimes touted as the best in SPI, all of 
Texas and the world. 

Many seafood restaurants offer to “cook 
your catch” for reasonable prices. Because 
entrees, like Texas, are oversized, Fyllis and I 
usually shared one and, at times, an appetiz-
er, which was enough for two hungry people.

Jake’s Restaurant is a typical local 
eatery which has been “serving fun since 
1982.” Specialties include fish, shrimp, 
oyster and chicken baskets with sides 
($10.95-$12.95) and a bountiful seafood 
platter with sides ($23.95); Jakesspi.com.

For more information visit sopadre.com 
and portisabel-texas.com.

Texas 
From page 17

SKEPTICAL REALISM 
From Sat., April 22 through Sat., May 21, Artspace hosts the 
exhibition “Skeptical Realism” with work by Mia Brownell and 

Martin Kruck. An opening reception takes place Fri., April 22 from 6 to 9 p.m., 
and artist talks take place Sat., April 23 at 2 p.m. Artspace is free and open to 
the public Tuesdays through Sundays from 12 to 4 p.m. For more information, 
visit artspacegallery.org or call (804) 232-6464.

MARK YOUR CALENDAR

Apr. 22+

NEW ART NOW 
Metro Richmond Artists at Artworks are presenting their “New 
Art Now” show from Sat., April 22 to Mon., May 2. Artworks, 

located in Manchester, is free and open to the public Tuesday through Sundays 
from noon to 6 p.m. To learn more, visit artworksrva.com or call (804) 291-1400. 

VIRTUAL GALLERY TOUR 
In this free virtual event, get a 30-minute tour of the Virginia 
Museum of Fine Art’s new exhibition, “Elegance and Wonder: 

Masterpieces of European Art from the Jordan and Thomas A. Saunders III 
Collection.” For more information and to register, visit bit.ly/EleganceandWonder.

MARK YOUR CALENDAR

Apr. 22+

May 5



Philly may bring out your inner wanderer
By Don Mankin 

I learned the art of urban wandering in 
Philadelphia, the city I grew up in. 

The French have a word for it: A flâneur
is someone who strolls, rambles or saunters 
almost randomly through city streets, ob-
serving people and places, looking for the 
novel, the interesting and the unexpected. 

Flâneurs will peek down a street and 
change course, pulled in by the architec-
ture, the look of the people, the hidden 
parks, the stores that support the neighbor-
hood, or a café where others take a break 
from their own explorations and perambu-
lations. Sometimes it’s simply the way the 
sunlight filters down through the trees.

The keys to successful flânerie are spon-
taneity, serendipity and discovery. As the 
feet wander, so does the mind, revealing 
observations, memories and insights. 

When I was growing up, my father, a 
great wanderer in his own right, would lead 
me through the narrow streets of what is 
now known as Old City — the historic dis-
trict near the Delaware River, where in 1681 
William Penn founded the “greene country 
town” now known as Philadelphia.  

I reluctantly left the city behind 45 years 
ago when I moved to Los Angeles. As a 
travel writer, whenever I visit a city, I 
spend a day or two exploring it on foot.  

But after all these years, my favorite 

place to explore is still Philly, especially the 
Old City and the Society Hill and Queen 
Village neighborhoods to the south.  

Their narrow, tree-shaded streets, many 
of them cobblestone, are lined with re-
stored 18th- and 19th-century townhouses, 
small parks and squares, hidden courts 
and mews, and a restaurant scene that is 
as creative and lively as it gets. 

Time travel to a quieter era
On a four-day visit last November, my 

wife and I chose to stay in Society Hill, just 
south of Old City, a neighborhood of historic 
row houses built 200 to 300 years ago. 

The streets, buildings and squares look 
much as they did when Ben Franklin 
walked these very same streets more than 
250 years ago.

Our apartment, rented from Airbnb, 
was in a classic townhouse in the heart of 
Society Hill. Horse-drawn carriages clip-
clopped past our door. 

Across the street, visible from our liv-
ing-room window, was the historic Hill-
Physick House, former home of the “fa-
ther of modern surgery,” who treated the 
elite of Philadelphia society as well as sev-
eral of the founding fathers. 

Also visible from the window was Delancy 
Street, a cobblestone street with some of the 
most faithfully restored 18th-century Feder-

alist and Greek Revival-style town-
houses in the neighborhood.

After a day of wandering through 
the neighborhood, we headed a few 
blocks north to the Historic District 
to check out the most historic sites 
of all: Independence Hall, the Liber-
ty Bell, the Betsy Ross House and 
Elfreth’s Alley, a narrow passage 
lined with restored houses built be-
tween 1720 and 1830. The website 
of Visit Philadelphia calls it “the na-
tion’s oldest continuously inhabited 
residential street.”  

On subsequent days, we ex-
plored South Street and Queen Vil-
lage, just three short blocks south of our 
apartment. In my youth, South Street was a 
rundown commercial district where I would 
go to buy cheap, invariably ill-fitting suits.  

In the 70s and 80s, it turned into a hip-
pie, bohemian, punk haven, and then 
evolved into the tourist destination it is 
today, overflowing with “exotic” boutiques, 
tattoo parlors, headshops, hipster bars, and 
inexpensive places to eat. Its lively street 
scene is perfect for peoplewatching. 

How to be a flâneur
 If you are planning a visit to Philly, find 

a place to stay in or close to the Historic 
District and bring a reliable pair of walking 

shoes. Get a good map, take a look at it to 
get an idea of where you are going, then 
put it away and just wander. 

Check the map from time to time to ori-
ent and guide your wanderings, but let 
your heart, not the map, be your guide. If a 
street looks interesting, go down it. If a 
café looks like a good place for a break, 
take a seat. If a house strikes your fancy, 
don’t be shy: Stop, stare, take a photo. 

And don’t be afraid to eat one of those 
gigantic cheese steaks. The worse that can 
happen is a good case of heartburn and a 
grease-stained shirt — the mark of a gen-
uine, fully-fledged Philly flâneur. 

For more information see visitphilly.com. 
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Philadelphia’s Elfreth’s Alley, the nation’s oldest 
residential street, dates to 1702. The city is full 
of interesting neighborhoods, like Old City and 
Society Hill, for visitors to explore on foot. 
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Arts &Style
What’s the best way to eliminate Japanese 
beetles? See story on opposite page.

Exquisitely crafted furniture as sculpture
By Catherine Brown

Housed in a Tudor Revival mansion on 
Monument Avenue, the Branch Museum 
of Architecture and Design is posthumous-
ly exhibiting the work of local artist Sam 
Forrest, who created unique works of fur-
niture as graceful as they are functional. 

Forrest, who passed away last May, 
learned his craft in the late 1960s at Rich-
mond Professional Institute (RPI, which 
later became Virginia Commonwealth Uni-
versity) from Alan Lazarus, the founder of 
the woodworking department there. 

Lazarus, in turn, had been trained by 
Wendell Castle, the father of the studio 
furniture movement, whose followers 
hand-crafted individual pieces of furniture 

in their studios, blending sculpture with 
functionality. Lazarus pioneered the stack 
lamination technique to create furniture, 
bonding wood together to mold it into 
sculptural shapes. 

The exhibition, titled “Atavistic Memo-
ries: The Studio Furniture of Sam Forrest,” 
showcases Forrest’s role in the movement. 

“We wanted to focus on [Forrest’s] really 
important lineage in the American studio fur-

See WOODWORKER, page 22

The swooping wooden creations of the 
late Sam Forrest are on display at the 
Branch this month. Forrest, who died 
last year, spent 50 years creating furni-
ture for local families.
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You can lift this amazing wheelchairIf you can lift your grandchild . . .  

© 2021 Journey Health and Lifestyle 85
61

2

NEW

• Chair frame weighs only 16.5 pounds

• Frame craft ed using magnesium for light weight 

and strength

• Easy quick-release rear wheels, footrests and 

anti-tippers

• Flip-back armrests for the ability to roll up close 

to a desk or table

• Folds for convenient transportation and storage

• Dual braking system featuring manual locks 

and handbrakes

• FREE stylish and comfortable back and    

seat cushions

Th e So Lite™ Wheelchair is the revolutionary portable wheelchair with a wide range of features

Magnesium 
Frame

Quick-Release Anti-

Tipper

Quick-Release 
Rear Wheels

Quick-Release 
Footrests

Dual Braking 
System

Flip-Back 
Armrests

Removable 
Cushions

Available in Black (not shown), White or Blue

Wheelchair   
Call toll-free now  

1-888-670-1108
Please mention code 116972 when ordering.

TM



The truth behind gardening proverbs
By Lela Martin

Many gardeners rely on a proverb, an al-
manac or their grandmothers for gardening 
advice, while Master Gardeners are trained 
to convey information that is research-based. 

Here are a few adages with a little bit of 
scientific discussion to clarify the level of 
their validity:

April showers bring May flowers
This saying can be traced back to English 

poet Thomas Tusser, who wrote in the 1500s, 
“Sweet April showers do spring May Flow-
ers.” In England, the jet stream lifts north-

ward at the start of spring, bringing weather 
swings and more rain. The jet stream in the 
U.S. also moves north in spring. 

In Central Virginia, April and May are 
tied for second as the rainiest month after 
August. Additionally, increasing air tem-
peratures by about 10°F during April, 
combined with warming soil tempera-
tures, do indeed stimulate the budding and 
blooming of flowering plants.

One bad apple can spoil the whole 
barrel

Is this how you remember the saying? If 
you grew up hearing The Osmonds sing 
“One Bad Apple” by George Jackson, you 
might think the saying is “one bad apple 
don’t spoil the whole bunch, girl.” So, 
which is it? 

In fruits such as apples, tomatoes and 
bananas, ethylene gas is produced inter-
nally to stimulate ripening. Ethylene trig-
gers a complex process that ends in rot-
ting, with more ethylene being released 
into the surrounding air. This spurs the 
ripening of nearby fruit, setting off a chain 
reaction that, with time, spoils it all.

Adding sugar to the soil will make 
your tomatoes taste sweeter

Tomatoes do not get their sweetness 
from the soil. Instead, sweetness is deter-
mined by the variety of tomato, as well as 
plant photosynthesis. Typically, the sweet-

est are cherry and 
plum tomatoes. 

Ants help peony 
flowers open

Peony buds often 
have ants on them be-
cause ants are attract-
ed to the sugary secre-
tions produced by the 
plant. While ants do 
nothing to contribute 
to the flower opening, 
they help keep away 
other insect pests in 
exchange for peony 
nectar.

Eliminate white 
grubs this year, no 
Japanese beetles 
next year

The larval form of 
the Japanese beetle  
is a white grub in  
the soil. Treating for 
grubs may reduce the 
number of grubs in 
your lawn. Unfortu-
nately, Japanese bee-
tles can fly 10 to 15 miles, so they will come 
from other yards. 

Furthermore, the beetles release an ag-
gregation pheromone that tells other Japan-

ese beetles where to find food. Because 
hanging traps contain this pheromone, they 
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ANSWERS TO  
CROSSWORD

FROM PAGE 23

Yes, April showers do bring May flowers, though tulips tend 
to bloom in April.
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See GARDENING, page 22
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just attract Japanese beetles. 
The best control is to go out in early 

morning and pluck the beetles feeding on 
your plants, dropping them in a bucket of 

soapy water.
Nothing grows under a walnut tree 
The black walnut (Juglans nigra) pro-

duces a chemical called juglone that re-
mains in the soil beneath it and destroys 
or deters plants from competing with it. 

This is called allelopathy. Some other 

plants, including fescue grass, have lesser 
degrees of allelopathy.

Plants most susceptible to the black wal-
nut’s toxicity include birch, pine, azaleas 
and plants in the nightshade family, such 
as tomatoes and potatoes. Some native 
plants that tolerate juglone and can grow 
under black walnuts include asters, ferns 
and Virginia bluebells.

Abundance of acorns means a bad 
winter

This has not been proven. When you 
see a mast crop (large number) of acorns, 
it simply means that the oak tree had a 
good growing season. 

Many proverbs have to do with when to 
plant or harvest. Phenology (not to be con-
fused with phrenology) is the study of 
cyclic and seasonal natural phenomena, 
especially how climate is related to plant 
and animal life. 

Plant potatoes (or beans) on Good 
Friday

First, the date of Good Friday changes 
each year. Second, the weather on Good 
Friday is variable from year to year. 

A better rule of thumb is to plant pota-
toes (or beans) once the risk of frost has 
passed. In Central Virginia’s Zone 7, the 
last frost date typically falls between the 
end of March and mid-April.

Corn should be knee-high by the 
Fourth of July

This is one my mom, who grew up on a 
Kentucky farm, used to say. Years ago, if 
corn plants were knee-high in early July, 
they would be growing at a good rate. 

However, with advances in agricultural 

technology and plant genetics, in most 
years corn should be waist-high by July 
Fourth. 

The earlier saying morphed in 1942 to 
corn will grow “as high as an elephant’s 
eye.” This comes from the lyrics of “Oh, 
What a Beautiful Morning” from the musi-
cal Oklahoma!

Sweet corn plants can reach six to eight 
feet or more in height by late July or Au-
gust. Chicago’s Lincoln Park Zoo says an 
elephant’s eye is about six or seven feet 
high. Maybe Oscar Hammerstein II knew 
something about farming!

You should garden by the moon
The basic idea behind this belief is that 

the moon’s phases affect plant growth. 
According to this thinking, it’s consid-
ered best to plant crops that grow under-
ground (such as potatoes and carrots) on 
the days during the dark of the moon or 
its waning (the time between the full and 
new moon).  

Conversely, crops that produce edibles 
above ground (such as beans and broc-
coli) supposedly should be planted on 
days during the light of the moon or its 
waxing (the time between the new and full 
moon).  

Additionally, as the moon’s gravitational 
pull causes tides to rise and fall, the theory 
is that it also affects moisture in the soil.  

While gardening by the moon may not 
be lunacy, it has not been supported by re-
search. 

Lela Martin is a Master Gardener with 
the Chesterfield County office of the Virginia 
Cooperative Extension. 
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niture movement, which is something a lot of 
people don’t know about him,” said Sharon 
Aponte, executive director of the Branch. 

Discovering inner talent 
Sam Forrest was born in 1936 in nearby 

Mathews County. In 1968, after a stint in 
the Navy and work as a parole officer, For-
rest used the money remaining from his 
GI bill funds to study in RPI’s woodwork-
ing program. 

It didn’t take long for Forrest to develop 
an obsession with designing and making 
furniture. In fact, after a year of taking 
classes, he left RPI to begin his career. 

“I discovered this talent I never knew I 
had,” Forrest told reporters from the Rich-
mond Times-Dispatch in 2015.

At different periods of his life, Forrest 
had studios throughout Virginia, including 
in a carriage house in Churchill, in an 
abandoned rock quarry in Louisa County, 
in an old Richmond gas station, and at 
Hyco House in Mathews County, where he 

lived from 2019 to the end of his life.
Forrest worked primarily by hand, 

using no nails, to create one-of-a-kind 
pieces, many of which have undulating 
curves that seem impossible to create out 
of wood. 

“The work synthesizes the amorphic 
and geometric, bringing harmony to 
straight and curved lines, reflecting hu-
manity’s dual nature,” Forrest wrote in his 
2014 artist statement. 

An adventurer by nature 
In the early part of his artistic career, 

Forrest engaged in a lively bohemian com-
munity that centered around the Village 
Café. He spent time with like-minded 
artists and friends from RPI, including 
sculptor Rubin Peacock, who helped put 
together this exhibition, and bestselling 
author Tom Robbins.

In the late 1970s, Forrest had grown 
weary of making furniture and set a goal to 
circumnavigate the world. The first time 
he attempted the feat, he made it only as 
far as Mississippi. The second time, he got 
to Mexico City, and the third time, he 

made it to Egypt. 
Finally, in 1984, on his fourth try, he 

successfully made it around the world and 
documented the journey in an unpub-
lished memoir, “The Sailor’s Sample.”

Forrest also traveled through Europe 
and Asia, and worked as a designer for a 
well-known Chinese design company, 
Gold Mantis.

After his travels, Forrest returned to 
Virginia and to making furniture, setting 
up a studio in Richmond’s Carver neigh-
borhood, where he was living at the time.

Politically active 
Though he created art alone, he was in-

terested in the public welfare. He ran for 
city council unsuccessfully in 1990, and 
served as an active member of the Carver 
Community Association. 

Forrest often shared his thoughts with 
City Hall, and on numerous occasions 
earned the title “Correspondent of the 
Day” from the Richmond Times-Dispatch.

“He was opinionated,” Forrest’s son, Bo, 
told the Beacon. “He was a lightning rod. 
No, he was like lightning itself.”

While the Branch Museum’s exhibit 
hints at Forrest’s larger-than-life personali-
ty, it aims primarily to “encapsulate the 
spiritual tenacity and structural process of 
a man engaged in the delight and dilemma 
of the resistance of wood,” according to 
the exhibition wall text.

During his lifetime, Forrest created 
hundreds of works. “About 200 significant 
pieces are in private collections in the 
Richmond area,” Bo Forrest said, “and 
about 80 pieces are in my collection.” 

Though Forrest’s furniture has been 
shown in major museums, “Atavistic Mem-
ories” is the first solo exhibition of his work. 

The Branch Museum of Architecture and 
Design building was designed by John Russell 
Pope, who also designed the National Gallery 
of Art and Richmond’s Union Station, now 
the Science Museum of Virginia. It is open 
Monday through Friday from 10 a.m. to 5 
p.m. and Saturday from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. 
“Atavistic Memories” is on view through 
April 17. Admission is free. Parking is free at 
the adjacent First Baptist Church parking lot. 

For more information, visit branchmuse-
um.org or call (804) 655-6055. 

Woodworker 
From page 20

Gardening 
From page 21
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PRIVATE HOME HEALTH - CAREGIV-
ER: Kind, Loving, Honest, Compassionate, 
Trustworthy, reliable caregiver is looking for full 
time job caring for your loved one. 28 years ex-
perience seeking position in MD, DC, VA with 
excellent references. Call Julie (301) 221-7695

OLDIES DJ SERVICES. Playing music 
from the 40s thru the 90s. Bday parties, Holi-
day events, Private events. Oldies but good-
ies for any occasion. One price per event no 
time limit. We play all day. Contact DJ Pete X. 
804.664.4312 for booking info.

WESLEY FINANCIAL GROUP, LLC
Timeshare Cancellation Experts. Over 
$50,000,000 in timeshare debt and fees can-
celled in 2019. Get free informational pack-
age and learn how to get rid of your time-
share! Free consultations. Over 450 positive 
reviews. Call 855-626-8703.

GENERAC STANDBY GENERATORS
provide backup power during utility power 
outages, so your home and family stay safe 
and comfortable. Prepare now. Free 7-year 
extended warranty ($695 value!). Request a 
free quote today! Call for additional terms 
and conditions. 1-866-964-8106.

PUT ON YOUR TV EARS and hear TV 
with unmatched clarity. TV Ears Original 
were originally $129.95 - NOW WITH THIS 
SPECIAL OFFER are only $59.95 with code 
MCB59! Call 1-833-934-0843.

HUNTERS WOODS FELLOWSHIP 
HOUSE. Apartments for 62+ or Disabled. 
Waitlist Open. April 23, 2022 from 9am-2pm 
only. Applications only accepted at Herndon 
Neighborhood Resource Center, 1086 Elden 
Street, Herndon, VA 20170. Call 703-620-4450 
for details. EHO/SLN/FSF

PORTABLE OXYGEN CONCENTRA-
TOR May Be Covered by Medicare! Reclaim 
independence and mobility with the compact 
design and long-lasting battery of Inogen 
One. Free information kit! Call 855-851-0949.

DENTAL INSURANCE from Physicians 
Mutual Insurance Company. Coverage for 
350 plus procedures. Real dental insurance - 
NOT just a discount plan. Do not wait! Call 
now! Get your FREE Dental Information Kit 
with all the details! 1-844-366-1003 www.den-
tal50plus.com/320 #6258.

MOBILEHELP, America’s Premier Mobile 
Medical Alert System. Whether You’re Home 
or Away. For Safety and Peace of Mind. No 
Long Term Contracts! Free Brochure! Call 
Today! 1-240-650-9189.

DON’T LET THE STAIRS LIMIT YOUR 
MOBILITY! Discover the ideal solution for 
anyone who struggles on the stairs, is con-
cerned about a fall or wants to regain access to 
their entire home. Call AmeriGlide today! 1-
866-365-5170.

THE BATHROOM OF YOUR DREAMS
for as little as $149/month! BCI Bath & Show-
er. Many options available. Quality materials & 
professional installation. Senior & Military Dis-
counts Available. Limited Time Offer - FREE 
virtual in-home consultation now and SAVE 
15%! Call Today! 1-855-653-0087.

ELECTRICAL WORK, ALL TYPES $50.00 
per hour 35 years experience. Please contact 
Paul at 1-804-447-2528. Licensed and insured

APPLYING FOR SOCIAL SECURITY 
DISABILITY or Appealing a Denied Claim? 

Call Bill Gordon & Assoc. Our case managers 
simplify the process & work hard to help with 
your case. Call 1-866-970-0779 FREE Consulta-
tion. Local Attorneys Nationwide [Mail: 2420 N 
St NW, Washington DC. Office: Broward Co. 
FL (TX/NM Bar.)]

DISH NETWORK. $64.99 for 190 Channels! 
Blazing Fast Internet, $19.99/mo. (where avail-

able.) Switch & Get a FREE $100 Visa Gift 
Card. FREE Voice Remote. FREE HD DVR. 
FREE Streaming on ALL Devices. Call today! 
1-844-560-5837.

DIRECTV for $79.99/mo for 12 months with 
CHOICE Package. Watch your favorite live 
sports, news & entertainment anywhere. First 
3 months of HBO Max, Cinemax, Showtime, 
Starz and Epix included! Directv is #1 in Cus-
tomer Satisfaction (JD Power & Assoc.) Some 
restrictions apply. Call 1-888-572-4953.

 Crossword Puzzle
Find a new crossword every day on our website 
at www.TheBeaconNewspapers.com/puzzles.

Answers on page 21.

TV/Cable

Caregivers Home/Handyman Services

Health

CLASSIF IEDS

Legal Services

Entertainment

Financial

For Sale

HOW TO PLACE CLASSIFIED ADS
All classified ads must be submitted and paid for online, via our website,  
www.thebeaconnewspapers.com/classifieds 
Deadlines and Payments:  To appear in the next issue, your ad text  
and payment must be entered by the 5th of the preceding month (for Baltimore and 
Howard County editions); by the 20th (for Washington and Richmond editions). 

Cost will be based on the number of characters and spaces in your ad: • $25 for  
1-250 • $35 for 251-500. • $50 for 501-750 (maximum length). The website will 
calculate this amount for you. 
Note: Each real estate listing qualifies as one ad. • All ads are subject to publisher’s 
discretion. Payment will be refunded if unacceptable for any reason. 

Questions? Call (804) 673-5203. 

To place your classified ad, visit  
www.thebeaconnewspapers.com/classifieds

JOYFUL VOICES  
CONCERT 

On May 19, join the Joyful Voices 
Community Chorus for singers with 
Alzheimer’s and other dementias for 
a spring concert. The singers and 
their caregivers will perform “Songs 
from the Sixties” in their first live 
concert in two years. The concert 
takes place Thurs., May 19 at 11 
a.m. at Salisbury Presbyterian 
Church. Tickets cost $12 and are 
available at JoyfulVoicesChorus.org 
beginning the week of April 18. For 
more information, call (804) 794-
5311, ext. 128.   

MARK YOUR CALENDAR

May 19

For Sale/Rent: Real Estate

2. “Oh dear!” 
3. Drink garnish 
4. An insult makes it worse 
5. Fisherman’s Wharf sunbather 
6. Insect stage 
7. Car loan figs. 
8. Spooky curse 
9. Offer a carrot 
10. Closet pest 
11. Brown league 
12. Member of the AFL-CIO leadership 
13. Before, poetically 
19. Roman port that is an anagram  
      for IOTAS 
21. Name of 18 French kings 
24. Motionless 
25. Site of an early Civil War battle 
26. Boil with rage 
27. “___ such a pushover” 
28. Penalties from poison plants 
29. One of the Friends
30. End of an INFERNO 
31. Dance in Evita and Rent
32. One of the Testaments 
37. Gal of song 
39. Promise to pay 
40. Prominent 
43. Denizen of Pennsylvania Ave. 
45. Book section usually paginated  
      with Roman numerals 
48. Ready to be returned to the wardrobe 
49. Witness to a signature 
50. Constitution co-writer 
54. Users of the Force 
55. Diva’s solo 
56. Title : Car :: ___ : House 
57. Pitchfork part 
58. Gets to the closing credits 
59. Another one of the Friends
60. Make lace 
61. Good name for a financial planner 
62. Trail ___ 

Instant Oats                       By Stephen Sherr

Across
1. Offerings at an Indian clothing stare 
6. Create a bike path 
10. Bog down 
14. Wedding gown style 
15. ___ the Roof (Drifters classic  
     co-written by Carole King) 
16. More than 21, in blackjack 
17. Drug taxed by the British in 1856 
18. Early model 
20. Without any pizzazz 
22. Site of the 2016 Olympics 
23. Natl. Bat Appreciation Month 
24. Donkey 
27. Proceed cautiously 
33. On the House, or Off the Hook,  
      briefly 
34. Columbus’ favorite ship 
35. Eagle’s nest 
36. Sergeants and corporals 
38. ___-law (such as Meathead to Archie) 
41. Whip mark 
42. US news org. since 1846 
44. Blunder 
46. Sense of Humor, in personal ads 
47. Totally defeated 
51. Dir. from Ft. Myers to Ft. Lauderdale 
52. Chinese “way” 
53. Make an incorrect ruling 
54. How to prepare instant oatmeal (or 
solve this puzzle) 
60. Vacation property 
63. Acid in proteins 
64. Like Las Vegas and Tatooine 
65. New York canal with 35 locks 
66. Tears to pieces 
67. Lift to the airport 
68. Twosome (such as a 31 Down) 
69. Sprinkle on the vinaigrette 

Down
1. War and Peace, for example 
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The So LiteTM Scooter

Like millions of older Americans, I struggle with mobility. For 
years, I watched my quality of life slip away, as I was forced 
to stay home while friends and family took part in activities 
I’d once enjoyed. I thought I’d made some progress when I 
got a mobility scooter, but then I realized how hard it was to 
transport. Taking it apart and putting it back together was like 
doing a jigsaw puzzle. Once I had it disassembled, I had to try 
to put all of the pieces in the trunk of a car, go to wherever I 
was going, and repeat the process in reverse. Travel scooters 
were easier to transport, but they were uncomfortable and 
scary to drive, I always felt like I was ready to tip over. Then I 
found the So LiteTM Scooter. Now there’s nothing that can hold 
me back.

Years of work by innovative engineers have resulted in a 
scooter that’s designed with seniors in mind. They created 
Electronic Stability Control (ESC) that makes it virtually 
impossible to tip over. If you try to turn too quickly, the 
scooter automatically slows down to prevent it from tipping 
over. The battery provides powerful energy at a fraction of 
the weight of most batteries. With its rugged yet lightweight 
aluminum frame, the So LiteTM Scooter is the most portable 
scooter ever—but it can hold up to 265 pounds—yet weighs 
only 40.8 pounds without the battery! What’s more, it easily 
folds up for storage in a car seat, trunk or even on an airplane. 

It folds in seconds without tools and is safe and reliable. Best 
of all, it’s designed with your safety in mind, from the newest 
technology and superior craftsmanship. Why spend another 
day letting your lack of mobility ruin your quality of life? Call 
now and find out how you can get a So LiteTM Scooter of your 
very own.

ALL-NEW mobility technology

Introducing the world’s lightest 
mobility scooter with 
anti-tip technology 
The So LiteTM Scooter is easy 
to transport and almost 
impossible to tip over.

Exclusive Electronic 
Stability Control helps 

prevent tipping
© 2022 Journey Health and Lifestyle

Call now Toll-Free 

1-888-708-1099
Mention promotion code 116970.
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Why a So LiteTM Scooter is better:
• Latest “No-Tip” 

Technology
• Lightweight 

yet durable

• Folds and locks 
in seconds

• Easier to operate




